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INTRODUCTION

The Status and Importance of Research on Prehistoric 
Cotton Weaving in Southwestern Archeology

In 1938 the National Park Service sent to the Indian Department of 

the Denver Art Museum a small lot of textile-*- fragments from Montezuma 

Castle National Monument. Their analysis fell to me. In the course of 

studying them the inadequate information on the related phenomena of 

loom-weaving and the use of cotton in the prehistoric Southwest became 

abundantly clear. In an effort to fill in this gap in the archeological 
record, I undertook the investigation of other collections, one of which, 

that from Tonto National Monument, serves as the body of this thesis.

It is true that some data on cotton and weaving are to be found 

scattered about in the literature on the area. Much valuable information 

is contained in Jones* article in the Symuosium on Prehistoric Agriculture^, 

and there are some good specimen analyses and descriptions of weaving 

tools included in accounts of particular sites. Publications of Kidder 

and Guernsey on ruins in northern Arizona contain some of the best of 

these. Haury's reports on Canyon Creek and Painted Cave describe textiles 

from those villages and illustrate how such finds may be used to advantage

^The word "textiles", as used throughout this paper does not include 
basketry, sandals or matting. It refers primarily to loom-woven cotton 
cloth, but embraces certain non-loom fabrics of cotton made by braiding 
and twine-plaiting.

Clones, 1936, pp. 51-64.
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in comparative studies.3 There are other references to prehistoric 

cotton, less detailed and generally less accurate than these. Balanced 

against the published accounts are hundreds of cotton fragments in 

museum storerooms about which not one word has appeared in print.

The neglect of this class of archeological evidence may be traced 
to several causes. Much of the material was found in the first three 

decades of the present century, by pot-hunters and persons not scientifi

cally trained. No reports were written of their excavations. The 
material that found its way into museums was poorly documented, with no 

information as to what part of the site it came from or what other ob

jects accompanied it. Some of the finest pieces do not even have a site 
location. Slipshod handling such as this destroyed much of the value 

these textiles might have had as tools for reconstructing past cultures.

As a matter of fact it can be convincingly argued that the perish

able nature of textiles makes them unusable in historical studies even if 
the conditions of their discovery are fully known. Their presence or 

absence in a given site depends upon natural conditions— whether the site 

was wet or dry, in a cave or in the open. Thus the absence of textiles 

does not indicate they were never made in a particular village— it merely 

means conditions in the intervening centuries were not favorable to their 
preservation. For example, we have very little from the Hohokam area, yet 

other classes of evidence indicate that the people of Southern Arizona

^Guernsey, 1931* PP* 97-99. 102-103.
Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, pp. 149-150, 172-175.
Haury, 1934, pp. 87-102.
Saury, 19454 pp. 26-41.
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received many influences from Mexico, and that weaving was included among 

these. The status of weaving among the Mogollon is, and perhaps always 

will he, a complete enigma, as no textile material has survived in the 
open sites of southwestern Hew Mexico.

Then, too, textiles were probably important trade articles. It is 

perfectly reasonable to suppose that trade relations of a nature similar 

to those among contemporary Pueblo Indians existed in prehistoric times. 

With regard to cotton in particular, for example, the Hop! villages today 

are a weaving center, supplying certain items to Zuni and the Rio Grande 

pueblos. Historic accounts of southern Arizona Indians tell of the 

Papago bartering for cotton blankets with the Pimd?,a and there are many 
other references to the trading of cotton goods in post-Columbian timesP^ 

If these activities were carried on prehistorlcally, we cannot be sure of 

the true point of origin of our finds.

Whether or not they consciously realize these objections, most 

archeologists have neglected textile material and concentrated on more 

durable and plentiful artifacts. In addition to feeling that perishable 

material is relatively unimportant in determining cultural relationships, 

they may have had two more practical objections to studying it. For one 

thing, textile analysis requires the knowledge of a fairly complicated 

technology, which may look formidable to the uninitiated. And, secondly, 

contemporary archeologists, having their own excavations to study and 

describe, quite naturally feel no compulsion to go back over museum 

collections. Most recent excavations have been in areas where cotton 
textiles are not preserved.

We have, then, several cogent reasons for the lack of information

3aRussell, I9O8, p. 93 ones, 1936, p. 60
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on cotton fabrics in southwestern archeological literature. The arguments 

suggesting they are relatively unimportant in analyzing cultural relation

ships are in large part true. However, it must he remarked that study of 

the cotton industry has of necessity led not only to analyses of fabrics, 

hut also to consideration of all the apparatus used in spinning and weaving, 

and to investigations into the cotton fiber and its botanical affiliations. 

Certain accessories of the weaver’s trade are fairly imperishable— as clay 

spindle whorls, stone loom blocks and loom holes. In other words, we 

have a whole complex of traits to study, not just a set of fragile frag
ments. This enlarges the scope considerably, giving the project more sub

stance. We have, also, historical references and data on contemporary 

weaving. Analytical studies of the fabrics themselves, such as the one 

presented here, remain, however, the core of the work to date.

Concepts of prehistoric culture roots, branches and foci have 

developed without reference to textile remains except in the most general 
terms. In his study on The Slnagua. for example, Dr. Harold Colton pro

ceeds on the thesis that pottery places a site in time and culture, archi

tecture furnishes details that pottery fails to supply, and culture—  

material and esoteric— fills in the gaps. From a synthesis of these 

factors a more or less complete picture of a people emerges.^ This des

cribes the actual modus onerandi of Southwestern archeologists. Textiles 

must be considered in the third category. Our purpose in studying them 

is both to see how large a gap in the archeological record we can fill, 

and whether or not knowledge of weaving is important to gaining a complete

^Colton, 1946, p . 309.
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picture of a people. To what degree will it "be possible to distinguish 
regional and temporal variations in the industry which will correlate 

with the cultural divisions being recognized by other investigators on 

the basis of imperishable artifacts?
Certain ideas with regard to cotton weaving have been current for

a number of years, and are accepted as true for want of information to 
4&the contrary. Are these notions, based on a very limited body of facts, 

adequate or even correct? They consist, in brief, of three general state

ments: that the loom and cotton fiber entered the Southwest from Mexico;

that these items spread into the Anasazi area by Pueblo I, ca. 700 A.D.; 

and that a number of different techniques were practiced. Conceptions of 
the importance of cotton to the prehistoric peoples are hazy, and in some 

cases entirely in error.

The first point is true, insofar as it goes, but it is much over

simplified. Recent studies indicate, for instance, that three types of 

looms were used prehistorically, and that more than one method of spinning 

was known. It may be possible as work proceeds in the Southwest and in 

Mexico to trace influences to more specific parts of Mexico, and to show 

how the weaving industry was modified repeatedly by new ideas coming in 
at different times from the south.

The second point— that cotton and the loom reached the Anasazi by 

Pueblo I— must be finally answered by further archeological field work, 

rather than analytical study of existing collections. It has been pointed 

out that most of the museum material is poorly documented, and thereby 

hangs the tale. I have seen, for instance, an all-cotton tapestry cradle 

band8, which has the "feel*" of Basketmaker work,: but ■unfortunately .the

4aJones, 1936, pp. 51, 55, 59-60
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circumstances of its find are too indefinite to establish its time horizon.

A marshalling of the known facts pertaining to the cotton weaving complex 

does lead to the opinion, however, that cotton thread reached the north in 

Basketmaker III, perhaps as a rare trade item, but that the cultivation of 

cotton locally and loom weaving with heddles was not undertaken there until 

Pueblo I. It is becoming possible, too, to define with a greater accuracy 

than heretofore, the geographical limits of the cotton complex.

A study of this kind is pre-eminently valuable, of course, in de

lineating the variety of techniques practiced prehistorically. The existing 
fragments of prehistoric cloth represent a mere fraction of all the articles 

woven in the Southwest in the years before the conquest, yet they are suf

ficient to show to what remarkable heights the art of weaving had developed. 

From then we learn that there were, indeed, many weave techniques. There 

is more than a hint of variations in fabric styles between different regions 
and at different times.

Such an intensive investigation enables us to accord to weaving its 

proper place in the lives of the people. In so doing we can correct some 

grossly incorrect ideas on prehistoric cotton weaving that exist— I do not 

know to what extent— among archeologists today. The authors of Indians 

Before Columbus, a book purporting to give accurate information on the pre

historic Southwest, among other areas, do not even mention cotton specifi

cally in their statement on Pueblo III Anasazi costume^, although they do 

note that the people used cotton cloth for "ponchos, blankets, and bags"

^Martin, Quimby and Collier, 1947, p. 140.
6Ibld.. p. l4l.
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They go so far as to suggest that the true loom with heddles may not 
have been known in that horizon.7

My investigations, on the contrary, lead me to believe that the 

Pueblo III Anasazi definitely had the true loom and that among these 

people cotton was the source of all clothing, except for fiber sandals, 

feather cloth blankets and warm shoe-socks, in which cotton is combined 

with animal hair. In my opinion, describing the costume of those people 

without reference to cotton would be making as grave an error as pictur

ing our civilization without the fabrics of wool, cotton, rayon, nylon 

and other fibers we use. The native Americans would be left clad in 
sandals, and ourselves in leather shoes.

A second mis-statement, not quite so misleading, but nevertheless 

resulting from inadequate information on prehistoric Pueblo weaving, 

appeared recently in a publication on the llavaho:

Experimentation in (llavaho) weaving has been almost exclu
sively limited to design. Unlike their teachers, the 
Pueblo Indians, who have never departed from their original 
simple, banded patterns, the llavahos have used their lively 
imaginations to elaborate patterns, --  - - - - -- 0

The authors probably have in mind contemporary Pueblo weaving, which can

be shown to be the decadent survival of a more elaborate ancient art. The

earlier art was not characterized only by "simple, banded patterns", but

featured intricate geometric designs fully as complex in their way as
current llavaho products.

7Martin, Quimby and Collier, 194?, p. 63 and p. 141. 
^Kluckhohn and Leighton, 1946, p. 29.
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Convincing evidence of the importance of cotton weaving in the lives 

of at least one division of prehistoric Southwestern Indians, the Anasazi, 

is. to he found in the rituals surrounding this art among their descendants, 

the Hopi. The preparation of cotton for the traditional hrides' costume, 

is, for example, carried on with elaborate ceremony. Native cotton was 

grown for such religious uses well into the 1920's. The rituals and tra

ditions probably have their roots in the distant past.

It should be remembered, also, that the introduction of cotton seed 

gave the people a fiber source which they could control to a great degree. 
Instead of depending on wild plants for their weave materials, they could 

grow their own. Cotton was thus an adjunct of the settled village life 
promoted by the introduction of agricultural food crops. It is possible 

that the seed was valued for its oil content, and it is probable that cot

ton fiber and textiles were important trade articles in the economy of 

certain villages, as we have seen.

Technological studies, then, help to broaden present conceptions, 

to correct misconceptions, and to determine the importance of cotton and 

weaving in the lives of the prehistoric peoples. But viewing these tex

tile studies solely with reference to Southwestern archeology is a little 

like looking at the problem through the wrong end of a telescope. Such 

investigations have an importance outside of the region as well. They 

will help to define relationships between the Southwestern people and those 
of Mexico, Peru and other cotton-weaving areas of the New World. Our 

Southwest is one of only four regions in the world where examples of ancient 

weaving practices are preserved. Outside of this area, such material has 
been found in quantity only in Inner Mongolia, Egypt and Peru. Knowledge
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concerning Southwestern weaving thus becomes essential to the enrichment 

of world prehistory as a whole. To quote from Lowie's History of 

Ethnological Theory;

If technological and genealogical particulars of forbidding 
aspect loom large in modern monographs, they may be essential 
for the broaching of new problems, for the definition of the 
observed phenomenon itself. It may be a boresome detail whether 
the fragments of a Peruvian fabric were originally of one web, 
but it is of the utmost importance to ascertain how these tex
tiles rank among those of the world; and only technical consi
derations of the textile expert can tell us.9

9Lowie, 1937, pp. 253-254
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The Significance of the Tonto National Monument 
Collection in the Study of Southwestern Weaving

The textile collection from Tonto National Monument was chosen for 

a thesis subject because of its size, the variety of techniques it in
cludes, and the important position it holds in the study of Southwestern 

textiles as a whole. This collection is the only good series of Salado 
textiles we have to date. Our primary object in studying them is to see 

how they compare with material from other cultural divisions. In so doing 

we can draw certain inferences on the development of cotton weaving in 

the Southwest and its relationship to other textile centers in the New 
World.

It is not within the province of this paper to review the various 

cultural divisions of the prehistoric Southwest. However, it may be well 

to define the Salado, since we are dealing with that group. The term is 

generally applied to people who moved from their early homeland in the 

Little Colorado River region of East Central Arizona over the Mogollon 

Rim into the Tonto Basin around 1100 A.D. Their culture appears to have 

been a blend of Anasazi and Mogollon, with the former dominant. Their 

frontiers shifted gradually south and west, and by about 1300 some Salado 

groups moved into the Gila-Salt valleys and settled with the Hohokam. The 

Tonto villages were built at the time of this latter move, and occupied 

briefly. By the mid-l4th century Tonto and the settlements in the rugged 

countiy to the east of it were deserted. Not long afterwards the Saladoans 
left Hohokam territory. No one knows where they went, but some think they 

moved east up the Gila, and northeast, possibly to Zuni, where they merged
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with the resident population.1®
In terms of the established major cultural groups we find that the 

bulk of textile remains come largely from Pueblo III Anasazi sites. There 

is a sufficient body of this material to characterize the cotton industry 

as consisting chiefly of:

Plain weave, weft face blankets
Plain weave blankets with painted designs
Twill weave blankets with weft stripes of red, white and black 

or brown.
Twill weave techniques highly varied and next in importance to 

plain weave
Plain weave slit tapestry in the form of narrow:bands such as 

cradle bands and tump lines
Loom-woven breech cloths; plain weave or with twill fronts, 

some with fringe at bottom, and others with gradually 
narrowing tab

Plain coiled netting used for socks and small bags
Women's aprons with a loose-hanging fringe in front
Flat over-two-under-two braids of two-ply thread
Square braids

Represented less generally in Anasazi collections are tie-dye and 

weft-wrap and gauze.

Our information on weaving among the peoples of other cultural divi

sions is much less full. A fair amount of material from Wupatki, Walnut 

Canyon, Hidden House, Montezuma Castle and other sites in the Upper Verde 

Valley can be credited to the Sinagua. Certain techniques are found here 

which are not typical of Pueblo III Anasazi. This is particularly true of 

the late Pueblo III and Pueblo IV sites in the Upper Verde, where one finds 

rag weft, weft-float, warp-face bands, plaid, and an abundance of weft-wrap 
and gauze.

From Canyon Creek comes material woven by close relatives of the

10Haury, 19̂  pp. 205-211. 
Wormington, 194?, pp. 137-135, 144.
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Salado, who moved over the Mogollon Rim in the late 13th century from 
the Little Colorado River region* This material is contemporaneous with 
that from Tonto and the Upper Verde> and there are many similarities be
tween finds from these sites. These are probably to be thought of as 
common influences from the Hohokam to the south. Since the Salado and 
Canyon Creek peoples had much in common with the Anasazi, we should also 
expect to find likenesses between fabrics at those villages and "typical” 
Anasazi work. j .

A handful of fragments survive from the Hohokam villages of Los 
Guanacos10a and Snaketown (900-1100)1013 and Casa Grande (ca. 1300).10c 
The Ventana Cave material gives an insight into the textile industry of 
the Desert Hohokam between 1100 and 1400

In addition, there are some pieces from caves of the Upper Gila 
region, more exactly, the San Francisco River and its tributary, the 
Blue.^^ Most of these probably date to Pueblo IV.. There are a few 
bits of Pueblo III cotton from the Mimbres Valley.*®6 These finds in
clude weft-wrap and gauze, rag-weft and possibly embroidery— all tech
niques more common to central and southern, than to northern Arizona.

A few scraps from Puye* in the Rio Grande Valley near Santa Fe,c 
and costume details on the Awatovi murals from the Hopi country, furnish 
some information on 16th century weaving.

There is no information on Mogollon weaving.

10aHAury, 1945b, p. 179. 10dIbid., pp. 78-82.

10bGladwin, et al., 1937, pp. 161-162. 10eCosgrove, 1947, pp. 66-81. 

10cHough, 1914, pp. 78-79.
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Information on the Collection and 
the Plan of Study

The National Park Service textile collection from Tonto National 

Monument consists of 288 separate fragments, some originally parts of a 

single piece. These are remains of cloth woven on a loom, braided or 

twine-plaited. Reference is also made to a few specimens from Tonto seen. 

at the Tonto' Mbnuinent Museum,'and'the Arizona State-Museum" but1 .not included 
In the series* sent me for analysis.

The fabrics were discovered during a project for stabilizing the 

Upper Ruin at Tonto National Monument early in 1940. The following quota

tions are taken from a brief description of the site by Charlie R. Steen:

Tonto National Monument is located in a northeastern extension 
of the Superstition Mountains, Gila County, Arizona, about 
five miles southeast of Roosevelt Dam. There are two princi
pal ruins on the monument, both cliff dwellings, which have 
been designated Upper and Lower Ruins respectively. The Upper 
Ruin is located in a shallow shelter in a cliff, high on a hill
side. Two or three miles away and slightly more than a thou
sand feet below is the Salt River. The river bottoms are now 
covered with silt, deposited where the stream flow decreases as 
it enters the reservoir. Before the dam was constructed and 
the valley flooded, prehistoric irrigation canals for watering 
the fields of the Tonto cliff dwellers and those of other nearby 
villagers could be traced..
------------The Tonto cliff dwellings were built by a small group
of the Salado branch of the Pueblo Indians. The potsherds found 
at the site are of a type made during the fourteenth century; 
this is substantiated by a single tree ring date which Haury ob
tained in 1935.

No evidence has appeared which indicates a long period of 
occupation for the ruin. In all probability the various rooms 
were built, occupied, and abandoned during the course of one or 
two generations some six hundred years ago. An estimated popu
lation of seventy-five persons is suggested in the evidences of 
occupation.
-- --------- Jars and bowls for storage and general household use
were of two types. One is a well finished red ware, the other 
painted in the style known as the Gila polychromes. The latter 
vessels have polished red surfaces with bold decorations of red, 
black and white. Sherds of pottery vessels from the Pinedale- 
Showlow region (from the mountains of east central Arizona) and
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from the valley of the upper Gila were also found in the ruin.
------ -----Outstanding among the skills of the Tonto cliff
dwellers was the art of weaving. They cultivated cotton for 
cloth in the farm lands. In the ruin cotton was found in all

The description and discussion of the collection has been organized 

into several chapters. The first chapter gives information on fibers, 

threads and dye colors. Most of the specimens, fragmentary in nature, are 

then classified and described according to techniques of construction.

These classifications are grouped in two sections, the first dealing with 

textiles woven on the loom, and the second with non-loom techniques. Four 

of the 11 recognizable articles are included in these technical discussions. 
A third chapter is devoted to the remaining seven: a plain weave bag, five

plain weave breech cloths and a rag-weft pad. Embroideries are treated 

separately. Information on selvages, fringes and sewing techniques is pre
sented in still another unit. Under this method of presentation the weave 

and selvage of a given specimen are described in different sections of the 

paper. To correct this feature and to furnish a concise view of the collec

tion as a whole there is an appendix listing each piece by number, and giving 

its weave class dimensions, color, selvages where present, and other per

tinent data.^ There are brief statements on design and the uses of cotton 

cloth. The discussion at the end of the paper compares weaving at Tonto 
with that at other sites.

The weaving methods used at Tonto are interpreted on the basis of our 

11Steen, 1941, pp. 17-20.
It was not deemed necessary to include the lengthy catalogue of plain 

weaves with this thesis. The report in the hands of the National Park 
Service at Santa Fe contains such a listing.
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knowledge of other textile industries. Most valuable guides in this re

spect are descriptions of prehistoric Peruvian fabrics, and studies of 

contemporary Mexican and Southwestern Indian practices. From them we infer 

that nearly all the Tonto textiles were woven on a loom, the large upright 

type having been used for wide cloths and possibly the belt loom for 
narrower objects. There are certain non-loom products, in addition. Un

documented techniques were worked out in the laboratory, the pieces in 

question being duplicated in part on a model loom. There is, of course, a 

margin for error here, but I believe the methods invented to be very close 
to those employed prehistorically.

Terminology is based on that in the works of 0*Neale, in other pub
lished studies of New World textiles, and in "The Weaves of Hand Loom 

Fabrics" by N. A. Heath.^3 Thread counts and all measurements are in 

centimeters.

It is assumed that readers will have some knowledge of the basic 

principles of hand loom weaving. There is ample literature on Hopi and 

Navaho looms and methods to which reference can be made by the uninitiated.^ 

It is not within the province of this paper to repeat such information here.

Throughout the text, letters are placed beside specimens from 

collections other than Tonto. These refer to Appendix II, pp. 9^—96, where 

catalogue numbers of; the specimens will be found.
All drawings are the work of the author.

l3Reath, 192?.: •
The reader may consult particularly the following works: Ansden, 1934;

Heichard, 1936; Spier, 1924.
14
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CHAPTER I

Fillers, Thread and Dye Colors 

Fibers

Cotton fiber is used in nearly all of the 288 fragments. Course 

vegetal fiber appears in three rag-weft cloths, several bits of string 

and one braid. Presumably the cotton is Gossypium Hopi, the type culti

vated in the Pueblo area since pre-Spanish days. That the Tonto people 

grew the plant locally is indicated by the finding in the ruins of cotton 

bolls with fiber still adhering to the seeds.
Samples from several specimens were sent to Dr. A. C. Whitford. He 

identifies these as:

#9/713— embroidery— animal
9/304— rag-weft— dark colored Yucca camerosana, balance animal 
9/299— rag-weft— animal 
R 3 —  rag-weft pad— Yucca baccata 
R 16-13— flat braid— Yucca baccata

The identification of the embroidery piece, #9/713* and the rag-weft, 

#9/299. as "animal" is quite at variance with qy analysis, which lists 
them as all-cotton. Dr. Whitford's results were sent to me months after 

the collection was returned to the Rational Park Service, so I have not had 
an opportunity to re-check these items. In my opinion they will be found 

to be essentially of cotton. It is impossible to say without a re

examination of the pieces whether the animal fiber was adhering to the 

surface of the cloths by accident, or was spun into the thread with the 

cotton fibers. Neither can it be stated at present how animal hair was 

combined with the yucca of rag-weft #9/304.
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Thread
"Ply" refers to a single thread made by spinning together loose 

fibers. "Two-ply" means that two such threads are twisted together; 

"three-ply" that three single threads are combined, and so forth. Pre

historic and modern single-ply cotton thread is nearly always Z-spun, or 
left-twist. That is, all the fibers in a thread spiral downwards from 

right to left, taking the same position as the center line of the letter Z. 

Only rarely does one find single-ply S-spun thread, or that in which all 

fibers spiral down to the right as the center line of the letter S. Single 
plies are usually united with an S-twist (Fig. 1, p. 20). Tonto thread was 
probably spun with the aid of a spindle such as that currently used by the 

Hopi— that is, a slender shaft weighted below the center with a flat wooden 

disk. This is the type associated with Pueblo III Anasazi sites.

With some exceptions single-ply cotton thread was used at Tonto for 

both warps and wefts. Warps are generally tightly spun, wefts more often 

rather soft and thick with fibers only loosely twisted. Multiple-ply thread 

most frequently appears as selvage material, and in cords and some braids.

Coarse bast fiber thread at Tonto as at other Southwestern sites is 
usually two-ply, S-spun, Z-twined. This indicates that the technique for 

spinning bast was not the same as for cotton. Contemporary groups make 

such thread by rolling the fibers between hand and thigh, without the aid 

of a spindle shaft. The only woven articles containing bast fiber from 
Tonto are three rag-weft cloths.
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.Figure 1. a, Z-spinning; "b, S-spinning; c-f, two- to five-ply S-twined 
thread; g, evening weft rows by drawing in an extra weft.
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Dye colors

No new information on prehistoric dye sources is included in this 

study, but it is to be hoped that the colored fabrics from Tonto can be 

turned over to a competent chemist for analysis. Highly satisfactory re
sults were obtained by Dr. Michael Kasha in his study of certain pre- 

Columbian Chihuahua dyestuffs.^5 Dr. Kasha draws an interesting contrast 

between the mineral and plant dyestuffs utilized by the Chihuahuans and the 

shellfish and insect sources of the Indians of lower Mexico. He suggests 

that this may be evidence of the "southward diffusion of ancient culture

from the American Southwest into Chihuahua, presented by Gladwin----- 11
So far no study of Southwestern dyestuffs comparable to his for Chihuahua 
has been made, although what evidence there is does indicate that minerals 

and plants furnished the dye colors, as in Chihuahua. -Haury, for example, 

identified iron and manganese in the red, black and green paint on some of 
the Painted Cave textiles.^ (These colors were applied as paints to the 

surface of the cloth— not used as dyes.) Chemical analysis by Vladimir 

Sokoloff of some dyed fabrics are mentioned by Dr. McGregor in a brief art

icle on prehistoric cotton.1® He reports that red was produced from hema

tite or some other iron oxide; yellow from yellow ochre; and blue or green 

from copper sulphate. Other yellows, blacks, browns and possibly light 

blues appear to be vegetable dyes. No attempt has been made to identify

150'Neale, 1948, pp. 151-157. 
l6Ibid., p . 156.
17Hauiy, I9U5* p. 30. 
l8McGregor, 1931, p. 3.
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them more exactly. Dr. Kasha’s experiments show the importance and plau
sibility of more detailed studies in this regard.

All it is possible to do here is to define the color range. Some of 

the light colors may be natural tints of the fibers. Dr. Carl Sauer of the . 
University of California has expressed the opinion that the light blues, 

browns and pinkish-reds could all be placed in this category. It must be 

remembered too that the colors as seen today are considerably dulled and 

faded by the rigors of time. Nearly all prehistoric fabrics have been dis

colored to varying tones of gray, yellow, brown or black by charring or 

exposure and age. It is often impossible without chemical analysis to dis

tinguish between such accidental staining and intentional dyeing or painting. 

Certain guides prove helpful in this respect. If the color is evenly applied 

to both surfaces it is probably a dye. Where warps and wefts are of dif

ferent colors it is clear that the threads were dyed before being woven.

The most difficult factor to establish beyond doubt in small fragments such 
as these is painting on one surface of the cloth. Unless the outlines of 

a design can be distinguished it is hard to say if color was applied to the 

cloth intentionally or not. Six plain weave fragments with red markings on 

them fall into this questionable class. Including these, 43 specimens show 

color probably not due to accidental staining. This is less than Vyp of the 
total collection.

There are various shades of brown, red, black, dark blue, dark blue- 

black or blue-green, light blue, and yellow. These come nearest to matching 

the following plates in the Maerz and Paul "Dictionary of Color":

Pink to red: 2,El; 3,A9; 3.A10; 4.A10; 4,310; 5,CIO; 5,F11; 7.Cl.
Yellowish-brown to brown: 8,13; 11,0$; 13,A8; 13,3?; 13,H8; 13.H10; 

14,37; 15.A6; 15.A9; 15,08.
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Blue: 36,A4; 37,16.
Blue-black (also appearing as veiy dark blue-green): 40.A1.
Black: 38.B5; 48,32.1?

19Maerz and Paul, 1930.
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CHAPTER II

Textiles Woven on a Loon

Loom-woven textiles are those constructed "by fastening warp threads 
between two stationary bars, and interlacing weft threads back and forth 

across the warps. It is generally felt that a "true" loom implies the 

use of heddles. A heddle is a mechanical control which pulls forward a 

series of warps in unison, thus making it unnecessary to manipulate each 
warp with the fingers. It is possible that such heddles may not have been 
used for the narrow slit tapestry, counter-paired warp-twine, and warp- 

float pattern weave described in this chapter.

Plain weave

A plain weave is one in which single weft yarns interlace over and 

under single warp yarns (Fig. 2a, p. 25). A heddle controls alternate 

warps, a shed rod those remaining. This basic weave is ubiquitous for 

Southwestern sites in general, with little variation in different parts of 

the area.

The Tonto series includes 212 pieces of plain weave cloth exhibiting 

no notable features other than an occasional warp or weft selvage, a trace 

of color, seaming, patching or darning. Thread counts range from a coarse 

weave with a square count of six to a very fine weave with 1? warps, 14 
wefts per centimeter. The average for the series is ten to 11 warps, nine 

to 11 wefts per centimeter. In most examples the warp-weft count is either 

square, or the warp count higher by only one or two threads. The thickness
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Figure 2. a, plain weave; "b, paired wefts; c, warp-weft stripes; d, rag- 
weft with two-ply warps, #9/714.
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of the wefts accentuates them so that the finished cloths are weft-face 

in appearance. There is a tendency for soft wefts to wear out of a cloth, 

leaving a skeleton of warps.

Threads are ordinarily single-ply, however there are six specimens 

with two-ply warps. Thread counts of the six range from five warps, six 

wefts to nine warps, nine wefts per centimeter, indicating that they are 

slightly coarser than the average single-ply plain weave fabrics.

26 of the plain weaves show color. Ten are dyed brown; six red; one 

yellow and one blue-black. Two have black warps and brown wefts and may be 

fragments of a plaid or checked cloth. Six are tinged with reddish color 

on one surface, and may have been painted.

Plain weave, -paired wefts

#9/376
In one small plain weave fragment the wefts are used in pairs (Fig. 2b, 

p. 25). Warps are finely-spun brown threads, wefts are black. This nay be 

the remains of a plaid or checked cloth.

Plain weave, -plaid -patterns

#9/38
"Lower Euin" (no catalogue number)

Plaid patterns are created by combining colored warp and weft stripes 
according to plan (Fig. 2c, p. 25). In the case of the Tonto plaids the 
stripes are only five to eight threads wide. Structurally the cloths are 
simple plain weaves.

Of the two plaids in this series one ("Lower Euin") is woven in blue- 
black and white. Blue and white warps and white wefts are single-ply.
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Blue weft threads are two-ply.

The second plaid specimen (#9/38) is brown and white. White warps 

and wefts are single-ply, brown are two-ply. The brown warps have a 

slightly more reddish tone than the brown wefts. In this example the weft 

rows are uneven near one edge. The fault is corrected by drawing a weft 

only part way across the web and then returning it to the starting edge 

(Fig. Ig, p. 20). This expedient has not been observed on other Pueblo 

textiles, ancient or modern. Pueblo weavers keep their weft rows straight 

by exerting equal pressure with the batten along each weft pick as weaving 
proceeds.

Plain weave, rag-wefts

#9/33 #9/302 #9/546
9/116 9/304 9/627
9/221 9/305 9/714
9/299 9/425 B-3

Bag-weft cloths are a variation of plain weave in which bundles of 

cotton string or narrow strips of cloth are substituted for some or all of 

the usual single weft threads (Fig. 2d, p. 25). Warps and single wefts may 

be of coarse vegetal fiber. These cloths are loosely woven, but heavier 

than the ordinary cotton plain weave. They may have furnished more warmth.

There are 12 examples of rag-weft cloth in the Tonto collection.

Wine are made entirely of cotton, while three combine cotton and fiber. The 

most typical all-cotton specimen is #9/33. This has single-ply warps, spaced 

four per centimeter. The wefts are strips of cotton cloth, six-tenths of a 

centimeter wide rolled to half that width. End and side selvage threads 

join at the one remaining corner of the piece, and with additional threads 

are fashioned into a short flat braid. (Fig. 7c, p. 40) This is probably
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the corner fragment of a blanket.

#9/304, has two-ply fiber warps and pink or white cotton rag strips. 

#9/71̂  combines two-ply cotton warps with both fiber and cotton rag wefts. 

(Fig. 2d, p. 25).

#R-3 is a fiber and cotton rag-weft pad, and is described in the sec
tion on complete articles, page

Selvages of rag-weft cloths are no different than those for ordinary 

plain weave fabrics, as described in Chapter VI.

Prehistoric textile collections contain many examples of darned, 
patched and worn cloth, suggesting that cotton fabrics were valuable, and 
were preserved for use as long as possible. When beyond all hope of repair, 

a cloth was apparently not discarded, but torn into strips and used as weft- 

age in coarse blankets.

Eccentric plain weave 

#9/28

The term "eccentric plain weave" has "been chosen to describe a small 

fragment in which the treatment of warp and weft varies every few weft picks. 

Warps are used first as pairs, then singly. Wefts are sometimes double, 

sometimes single threads either beaten closely together to obscure warps, or 
spaced as in regular plain weave.

The words "plain weave" imply that warps are controlled by a shed rod 

and a heddle. Mechanical construction of this piece would require two sets 

of heddles, one to control the alternate pairs of warps, the other to con

trol alternate warps when used singly. Hence, "eccentric plain weave" is 

not an entirely satisfactory designation. The fact that any one portion of
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the cloth could he classified as a plain weave is the only justification 
for its use.

The longest dimension of the piece is only four centimeters. It sur

passes in delicacy and finesse any Southwestern cotton fabric I have seen, 

not excepting the structurally more complex weft-wrap openwork weaves.

Warps and wefts are extremely fine two-ply threads, the warps number

ing 22 to the centimeter. There is one edge over which warps loop. Start
ing here the following weft rows are included, in the order given, within 

the space of half a centimeter (Fig. 3a, b, p. 30):
One weft consisting of two pairs of threads twined together
Four rows plain weave in which single wefts cross alternate pairs 

of warps and are beaten closely together to hide the warps 
as in tapestry weave

One weft consisting of two pairs of threads twined together 
• Five rows plain weave wherein single warps are crossed by single 

wefts, and the wefts are not closely battened

This rhythm is repeated four times to a frayed edge. In those sections 

where warps are separated and crossed one at a time, rather than being 

crowded together in pairs, a creped effect results.

There is no other example of this technique on record.

Plain weave, yam-face

#R1 #9/703
9/113 9/704

A warp-face cloth is a plain weave in which warps decidedly out

number wefts and tend to obscure them. Woven from single-ply natural-color 

cotton threads, thread counts of the four Tonto warp-face cloths are:
#R1 --- four wefts, 21 warps
9/113— four wefts, 23 warps 
9/703— four-five wefts, 18 warps 
9/704— four-five wefts, 15 warps
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Figure 3• eccentric plain weave, ^ opened to show construction; c-d,
counterpaired warp-twine, technique and design; e, slit tapestry; f, 
gauze weave.
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#R1, with both weft selvages remaining, has a complete weft-stretch 
of four and a half centimeters. Incomplete weft stretches of the other 

three are two to two and a half centimeters. Warp stretches range from 
eight to 85 centimeters, none of them being complete. (Fig. he, p. 32)
There is little doubt that these are fragments of long, narrow ties of the 

type used as belting with breech-cloths at several other sites (Chapter IX).

Warp-float -pattern weave

#9/20?9/542
Two fabrics belong to that class of weaves in which "a design is de

veloped by the appearance of certain warps on one surface of the web; when 
these warps are not necessary to the pattern they float on the reverse". 

"Float" means that the warp threads are not incorporated into the weave, but 

are allowed to hang free for a time.

#9/542 is a crudely executed cotton band two and three-tenths centi

meters wide. There are 56 single-ply warps in all, and the two-ply wefts 
number five per centimeter. 28 warps, or every other one, normally inter

lace with wefts to produce a plain weave cloth, while the remaining 28 float 

on the under-surface. When a pattern is to be formed, certain of the under

warps are brought forward and floated on the upper surface of the cloth for a 

number of weft picks. Where this happens plain weave ceases and the "upper" 

warps are forced back to float free on the under surface (Fig. 4d, e, p. 32).

Warps in textiles of this weave type are ordinarily of different 

colors. By bringing forward one set of warps and then another, colored

Neale, 1937, p. 216.
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Sure 4. a-t), vrarp-float pattern weave #9/207, technique and pattern;
c, plain weave warp-face; d-e, warp-float pattern weave #9/5^2, 
technique and pattern.
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patterns are created on the surface of the cloth. There is no evidence that 

any of the warp floats in the Tonto piece were dyed. The design, now in
distinguishable, would have depended on the contrast between the "checker" 
effect of plain weave areas and the long, parallel lines formed by the warp 

floats.

#9/207 consists of four small scraps, of warp-float pattern weave.
Warps in this piece are alternately brown and white. Wefts are thick brown 

thread. The pieces are in poor condition, so that accurate analysis is 
difficult, but it appears that the brown warps normally float in echelon 

over-two under-two wefts, to make a twill effect. White warps are brought 

to the surface so as to emphasize the twill and form white patterns on the 

dark ground. There are two weft selvages, but the center of the cloth is 

missing, so that its full width cannot be determined. Enough remains of 

one end to show brown and white warps passing in pairs through the warp loops 

at the edge of a plain weave white cloth. There is no hint of the original 

width of this plain weave section. It may have been the border of the warp- 

float cloth. There is no other recorded example of such a device on'pre- 

historic pueblo textiles. (Fig. 4a, b, p. 32)

Slit tanestry weave

#9/41
Tapestry is a plain weave in which closely-packed wefts completely 

obscure the warps. In slit, or kelim, tapestry wefts do not run the full 

width of the cloth, a weft of one color being woven back and forth over the 

warps only where it is needed to create the desired pattern. Wefts of dif

ferent colors turn on adjacent warps, so that a slit is left between them.



A narrow tie, two centimeters wide, is the only example of slit 

tapestry in the Tonto series. It consists of eight single-ply white cotton 

warps interwoven with thick white or hlue-hlack single-ply cotton wefts.

There are two separate "black wefts, one enclosing one or more of the four 

warps to left of center, the other enclosing one or more of the four warps 

to right of center. A white weft fills the space "between these. The re- • 

suit is a simple pattern of black points alternately to left and right of a 

light center (Fig. 3e, p. 30).
Two other examples of slit tapestry weave from Tonto were not included 

in the series sent me for analysis. One is the waistband of a child's 

cotton skirt in the Arizona State Museumf the other, a bit of the end portion 

of a tump line in the Tonto Museum.

Weft-wrap openwork

#816-12 #9/421 #9/591
9/176 9/517 9/593
9/249 9/523 9/645

9/544

Weft-wrap openwork is the term applied to cloth, basically plain weave, 

in which decorative holes are made by wrapping movements of chosen wefts.

As they are woven in, these wefts are wrapped about certain warps and pre
viously inserted wefts, pulling then apart to form small holes. The dis

tribution of the holes is planned to create a design on the cloth.

There are ten fragments of weft-wrap openwork cloth in this series.
Two of these bear evidence of brown dye, the others are natural-color cotton. 

Thread counts are not appreciably higher than for ordinary plain weaves, the 

finest fragment (#9/544) having a count of 17 warps, 12 wefts, and an average 
of three holes per centimeter. In all but three instances wrapping is done
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"by every fourth weft, which always wraps parallel to the warp or weft line 

(Fig. 5h, p. 36). One exception to this is #9/5^> wherein wrapping is 

sometimes oblique to the warps and wefts (Fig. 5c, p. 36). Every second 

weft is used as a wrapper in #9/591 and #9/645 (Fig. 5a, p. 36).

Gauze weave

#9/591
Gauze is defined as "an open lace-like fabric made by crossing the 

odd-numbered warps over the even-numbered warps and securing the cross by 
a passage of the w e f t s " I t  occurs in conjunction with weft-wrap open

work on one of the Tonto fabrics. In this piece, rows of gauze weave are 

separated by five picks of the weft;(Fig. 3f» p. JO). A very similar narrow 

gauze-weave band from Tonto National Monument, not included in this series, 

is now in the collection at Gila Pueblo.

Irregular twill with interlocking wefts

#9/483
A twill is a fabric characterized by diagonal lines, or ribs, on its 

surface. In a simple twill this effect is achieved by floating successive 

wefts in .echelon over and under a set number of warps. That is, the wefts 
may cross over-one under-two, over-two under-two, over-three under-three, or 

other combinations of warps.

Only one example of loom-woven twill was included with the textiles 

sent me, although there is a finely-woven over-two under-two twill in the

210 ‘Neale, 1942, p. 188.
22Hauiy, 1934, p. 97.
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LiSummom

Figure 5. Types of vreft-vn:ap openwork weave.
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Tonto mseumS Three tubular twilled sacks are described in Chapter III 

with non-loom textiles. The piece to be considered here, #9/^83, is an 
irregular twill with interlocking wefts. By "irregular twill" I mean that, 

whereas the heddles were probably strung as for a mechanical over-two 

under-two twill, more than one heddle was pulled for each weft row. Because 
of this, in any given band of wefts the lines of floats do not ascend on the 

same diagonal. The diagonal ribs are broken and placed so as to form geo
metric patterns on the surface of the cloth. These patterns are built up in 

white, brown and blue wefts. Weft yarns of different colors loop about each 

other, or interlock, when they meet (Fig. 6e, p. 38). The technique is the 

same as plain interlocking tapestry except that the wefts are inserted with 
a twill rhythm. The design is applied to the front of a breech cloth des

cribed in Chapter V.

Counternaired warn-twine

#9/600
In the narrow band under consideration, two adjacent warps are twined 

a half turn about each other after each passage of weft. The elements of 

adjoining pairs are twisted alternately toward or away from each other, so 

that a pattern of chevrons is formed (Fig. 3c, p. 30)• This is called 
"counterpairing".

The band is one centimeter wide, complete, and $0 long. Wefts and 

some warps are single-ply white cotton, remaining warps single-ply blue cot

ton. This is the only instance of counterpaired warp-twining so far reported. 

The twisting of warps in this fashion is, of course, closely allied to gauze
weave.
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Figure 6. a-d, technique and theoretical loom-rig for tubular twill sacks; 
e, interlocking twill.
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CHAPTER III

Textiles Woven Without a Loom

Loom-weaving, including all the processes described to this point, 

implies the use of two distinct sets of strands— warp and weft— which cross 

each other at right angles. Certain other weaving methods require only one 

set of strands, which are attached at a common point and intertwined from 

that point downward towards the worker. Two such processes are represented 

in the Tonto series, the familiar braiding or plaiting, and a variant of 

this called "twine-plaiting". A third process, tubular twilling, is included 

in this chapter. Although there is considerable doubt as to how it was done, 

it does not seem to be closely related to true loom-weaving.

Braiding

1. Flat cotton braids

#9/33 #9/86 #9/99 #9/649
9/81 9/98 9/215 9/655

There are seven ties braided from many one or two-ply cotton threads 

in an over-three under-three rhythm (Fig. ?d, p. 40). We have no clue to 
the original length of these braids, and can record a complete width for 

only one, #9/81. This is a 28-strand braid, eight-tenths of a centimeter 
wide.

The other flat braid, #9/33» Is of five seven-ply cotton strands inter

twined in an over-two under-two rhythm.(Fig. 7c, p. 4o). Six centimeters 

long, it forms the corner tassel of a rag-weft cloth.
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Figure 7. a-T), braiding around a core, technique and pattern; c,
under-two flat braid; d, over-three under-three flat braid. over-two
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2. Flat fi"ber "braid 

#R 16-13
#R l6-13 is a flat ten-strand over-three under-three "braid of shiny 

"brown vegetal material identified "by Jones as Yucca "baccate. Each strand 

is about one-tenth of a centimeter wide, and the complete width of the 

piece is six-tenths of a centimeter. A three-ply cotton string is wrapped 

around one end. The length is incomplete.

3. Braiding around a core 
#R 16-15

Unique to the Tonto series is a round braid with an incomplete length 

of 38.5 centimeters and a diameter of six-tenths to seven-tenths of a centi
meter. The core of the braid consists of nine loosely-twisted strings, each 

of these being two-ply, with one ply white and the other tannish-brown.

Over this core eight strands are braided. Four of the strands are paired, 

but not twisted, threads, one brown and one white. The other four are un

twisted paired threads, all white. Four courses of braiding are carried out 

on one side of- the core, then four on the reverse side, and so on.

(Fig. 7a, b, p. 40). Presumably the finished product, of distinctly decora

tive quality, was used as a necklace or in some other ornamental capacity.

4. Square braiding

#9/650
Square braids of varying lengths are often found as corner tassels of 

plain weave cloths. The two Tonto examples of this, both part of #9/650, 
are shown in Figure 8b-e, page 42. Each is composed of eight four-ply strands. 

Two of these are weft selvage threads, and two are warp selvage threads. The 

others were added as shown in Figure 8c, page 42. The technique of square
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Figure 8. a, selvage with, pro'ba'ble fringe; "b-e, square "braiding.
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"braiding is described in the Denver Art Museun, Material Culture Note #5.
The drawing (Pig. 8d, p. 42) and the following description are taken from 
this report.

The eight strands are separated into two groups of four each. Within 

these groups the strands are held unbunched, flat, and always in the same 

relative positions. The braiding movement is from the outside of one group 

to the inside of the other, the sides alternating. First the outer strand 

of the righthand group, #1 in the drawing, is carried in front of its groups 
to the inner edge of the lefthand group. Then the outer strand of the left- 

hand group, #2, is carried behind its group to the inner edge of the right- 
hand group. The remaining strands move as shown by the arrows, numbers 

three, six and seven going behind the strands, and numbers four, five and 

eight in front of them. 3y these eight movements the .strands of the two 

groups have changed places. Numbers two, four, six and eight have become 

numbers one, three, five and seven, and vice versa. As the process outlined 

above is repeated, a square braid is produced. The strands of the braid are 

generally tied off in pairs, and short cotton threads looped under them to 

create a pom-pom at the end of the braid.

Twine-nlalting

#9/592
Twine-plaiting is the term applied to lace-like fabrics constructed 

of pairs of yarns which twine about each other for distances dependant upon 

the design, then separate to twine about yarns from adjoining pairs. By 

this process diamond and hexagonal-shaped holes can be made and distributed 
to' form decorative patterns.
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The small piece of white cotton twine-plaiting in this series is 13 

centimeters long and two and a half wide in its present state. It is con

structed of 20 two-ply threads. The twining (Fig. 9. p. 45) is exactly 

like that used in the manufacture of an elaborate shirt from Tonto National 

Monument now in the Arizona State Museum, and may be a part of it. Twine- 

plaiting has also been reported from the'Mimbres area;^a'" -

Herringbone twill tubular weaves
#9/60 
9/61 .
9/62

The collection includes three curious objects shaped like the fingers 

of a glove, and woven of black cotton. The color is probably the result of 

charring. Kidder and Guernsey^ describe and illustrate three twilled cot

ton sacks practically identical to the Tonto specimens, from a cave in the 

Segie drainage. These are seamless, cylindrical, with unconstricted mouths. 

Originally about five inches long, they contained small stones, turquoises, 

and other objects of a ceremonial nature.

#9/60 and #9/61 are woven from single-ply warp and weft threads spaced 
nine and 11 per centimeter respectively. Wefts pass over-three under-three 

warps to make a herringbone twill pattern, with some variations (Fig. 6b, p. 38) 
#9/61 is two and a half centimeters wide, and 13 long. The other is some
what smaller. #9/62 is an over-two under-two herringbone twill, again with 
some variations, nine centimeters long and one and eight-tenths wide, doubled. 

Single-ply warps number eight per centimeter, two-ply wefts number ten. The

^Kidder and Guernsey, 1919, pp. 149-150, pi. 62. 
^^Cosgrove, 194?» p. 76.
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Figure 9 Twine-plaiting
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latter are loosely twisted and have pulled apart so as to give the im

pression of being paired threads.

A tubular twill weave was accomplished in the laboratory by stringing 

warps between cords tied to an upper and lower bar, as seen in Figure 6a, 

page 38. One continuous weft was woven in without the aid of heddles, from 

the lower bar upward. If this was the process used prehistorically, per
haps the upper and lower bars were fastened with rather long cords to other 

supports, so that either face of the warps could be turned up towards the 
weaver.

The method of stringing warps at the lower loom bar, as shown in the 

drawing, Figure 6d, page 38, is based on the arrangement of cords at the 
remaining end of one specimen. The cords pull the finished weave tight to 

form the bottom of the bag. Kidder and Guernsey were unable to reconstruct 

the bottoms of their sacks, but describe the mouths as drawn shut by round, 
braided cords run through a hem in the material. Presumably a similar de

vice was used in our specimens.

Miss Mable Morrow, United States Indian Service employee with an un

usually wide and practical knowledge of weave processes, informs me that 

tubular weaving is done by the Great Lakes Indians by hanging all strands 

from one support, separating them into two planes and holding them thus in 

one hand, while weaving one strand around through them from the top down. 

She feels the Tonto sacks were constructed in this manner. If so, they are 

closely related technically to braiding processes.
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CHAPTER IT

A Decorative Technique, Embroidery

#9/441 #9/712
9/442 9/713

One unnumbered piece
Embroidery is defined as the method of decorating a finished cloth by 

inserting yams into it with a needle. It is not a weaving technique.

The five examples of embroidery in this series are all executed on 
plain weave natural-color cloth. The largest specimen, #9/712, is the cor

ner fragment of a cloth with a thread count of 13 warps, 10 wefts per centi
meter. It is embroidered in loosely-twisted natural-color cotton thread, as 

are two other small scraps, probably from the same cloth (#9/713 and. the 
unnumbered piece). The embroidery is applied in a narrow band, 14 centi

meters wide, just inside the warp selvage and parallel to it. This brings 

to mind contemporary Pueblo mantas on which embroidery is similarly oriented 
along the warp edges.

#9/441 and #9/442 are embroidered in soft, dark-blue thread. Warps 

and wefts are tightly spun and number respectively 11 and seven to the centi
meter. Wefts are spaced nearly one-tenth of a centimeter apart, to create 
a rather open web.

A wrap-stitch is used on the white-on-white pieces, the embroidery 

thread being carried once or twice around two, four, or six warps between 

two weft picks, then passed two warps to right or left, where the process is 
repeated (Fig. 10b, c, p. 48). In the blue-on-white fragments embroidery 

threads usually move back and forth for limited distances over and under pairs
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Figure 10. a, double running stitch embroidery; b-c, wrap-stitch embroidery.
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or trios of warps, there "being four lines of embroidery between every two 

weft picks (Fig. 10a, p. 48). This is called a "double running stitch", 
defined by O ’lTeale as: "an embroidery stitch in which the material passed

over by the needle on the first line of running stitches is covered by a 

second line". In both cases one element of the design is executed with 

one thread, the adjoining element worked with a second thread, and so on, 

much as slit-tapestry designs are built up. Indeed the finished products, 

particularly the blue-on-white pieces, look superficially like slit-tapestry.
The possibility of confusing true embroidery with brocade is not over

looked here. Brocade is a decorative process carried out while the cloth is 

being woven by alternating picks of structural wefts with picks of design 

wefts. The latter are floated across the surface of the web to form patterns 

The distinction between the two techniques, then, is that embroidery is not 

done during weaving, while brocade is.

In the Tonto pieces design threads parallel wefts. They never split 

a warp or weft thread, but pass through the openings left between these.

Both traits are characteristic of brocade, and it is possible that the-pro

cesses were carried out during weaving. I call them embroidery for two 

reasons. First, the design threads are not worked into the selvage strings 
as in contemporary Hopi brocading. Instead they treat the selvage as if it 

were a single warp thread, making it appear that they were applied to the 

cloth after the selvage was completed. Second, in brocade there is a free 

movement of design wefts across the web. Where seen on the surface of the 

cloth, they are missing on the underside, and vice versa. In the Tonto

^ 0 'Neale, 1937, p. 215.
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pieces the threads wrap around a set of warps several tines at one point.

The design is the same on both surfaces. The processes used are essentially 

sewing techniques.

Solidly embroidered patterns are separated by narrow lines of plain
weave three-tenths to four-tenths of a centimeter wide. These unfilled

lines create a "negative design", defined by Mera as:

------------a treatment of decorated areas wherein certain open
spaces, between the masses of whatever medium is applied to a
surface, are so planned as to form patterns in themselves-----
------(thus becoming) of principal interest. 5̂

^Mera, 1943, P. 9.
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CHAPTER V

Complete or Recognizable Articles

Hearly all the textile material from Tonto Rational Monument is ex

tremely fragmentary in nature. Only three classes of articles can "be 

identified. These are "bags, breech cloths and a pad of unknown use.

Bags
#9/60 #9/62 
9/61 9/262

The three small cylindrical sacks (#9/60, #9/61 and #9/62) were des

cribed on pages bk to 46. There is a fourth bag, 36 centimeters long by 
25 wide, made of two separate plain weave cloths sewed up on three sides. 
These cloths are fragments t o m  from larger fabrics. Warps of one run the 
width of the bag, warps of the other, its length. One side is sewed with 

long, irregular running stitches, the bottom with a combination of running 

and over casting stitches, and the other side with loose overcasting 

(Fig. 13c, d, e, p. 58). Sewing threads are three- and five-ply cotton.

Breech cloths

#9/263. #9/408
9/401 9/483
9/40? 9/675

Remnants of six breech cloths, some extremely fragmentary, can be 

identified. All but one are plain weave. The front of the sixth is the 

irregular twill with interlocking wefts described on pages 35 to 37.
Diagrams in Figure 11, page 52 illustrate the probable construction
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Figure 11. a-c, probable method for constructing loom-woven breech cloth 
#9/483; cf, technique for joining edges of folded cloth on the loon.
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method for #9/^83, the twilled "breech cloth. Warps were strung between 

two poles, - with side selvage cords in position. About 19 centimeters of 

plain weave were executed, followed by 16 centimeters.of twill and a few 
more picks of plain weave. The cloth was then detached from the lower 

loom bar and folded over it. Side selvage cords were unfastened from the 

upper bar, passed through the loops they had formed at the lower edge of 

the cloth, and re-tied. The next weft inserted enclosed not only the warps 

it should in the normal course of plain weaving, but also the looped ends 
of warps which had been fastened at the lower loom bar. Plain weave was 

then resumed. The other cloths were similarly treated excent that they 

were plain weave throughout.

A study of this and other breech cloths shows that from this point on 

the cloth narrowed gradually to a slender band about two and a half centi

meters wide. Harrowing was accomplished by various devices, such as forcing 

warps closer together, cutting off edge warps, or turning then into the 
weave as wefts.

#9/263 the best-preserved plain weave breech cloth is 30.5 centimeters 
long, the folded section measuring 18.5 centimeters. Width at the waist is 
20 centimeters and at the existing bottom, 1?. The narrowing to this point 
was accomplished by forcing warps more closely together. Warps number 12 

to 13 per centimeter at the waist, and 15 per centimeter at the lower edge.
Breech cloths were held in place by a belt run through the fold at 

the waist, and tied about the hips. The narrowed end of the cloth passed 
between the legs and fastened to this belt at the back.
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#R 3
A complete fiber and cotton rag-weft pad of unknown use measures 13 

by seven centimeters. The warp is laid up of a continuous yellow fiber 

thread passing back and forth the length of the pad. The fill consists of 

the same fiber thread plus white and pink cotton rag strips, knotted to

gether into one long strand which intertwines with warps in a warp-face 

plain weave. The fiber is identified by Whitford as Yucca baccata.
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CHAPTER VI .

Selvage and Sewing Techniques 

Selvages

Warp and weft edges are usually strengthened "by the addition of extra 

strings, generally two in number. These strings are twined along the edges 

of the cloth. That is, a warp or weft passes between the strings, which 
are then turned a half-twist about each other and held in position by the 

ensuing warp or weft (Pig. 12, p. $6).
In accordance with contemporary practices, warp selvage cords were 

probably twined between warps during the stringing of the loom. Weft selvage 

cords were loosely hung parallel to the warps at right and left of the web, 

and twisted between wefts during the weaving process.

Selvage strings are two-, three-, four- or five-ply. The heavier
strings are more frequently found on warp edges. Four-ply string was most

commonly used in selvages. A tabulation of strings shows:

Weft selvages. 19 examples

8— four-ply 
8— three-ply 
1——two—ply 
1— five-ply
1— a three-ply string plus a four-ply string 

Warn selvage. 21 examples

13— four-ply 
7— three-ply 
1— five-ply

In some cases no reinforcing edge cords were used by prehistoric 

weavers. Here weaving threads simply turn about the last warp or weft and



Figure 12. Types of selvages.
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re-enter the web (Pig. 12, Type 8, p. j?6). This is the rule in plain 

tapestry weaving, but occurs rarely on fabrics of other techniques.

A variation of the usual selvage is found in the plain weave #9/5^5« 

wherein selvage cords make the half twist about each other irregularly 

after the passage of one, two or three wefts (Fig. 12, Type 7, p. 56).
There are indications that a fringe was once present on plain weave 

#9/35. Here the regular warp selvage is loosely overcast with a two-ply 
string, which passes between selvage and web at regular intervals. Bits 
of five-ply strings looped through this probably represent a fringing tech

nique (Fig. 8a, p. 42).

Seaming

#9/1589/216
9/398

Seams are ordinarily sewed up with the saddler's stitch (Fig. 13a, p. 58), 

defined as "a seaming stitch which laces the edges of two webs together with

out overlapping".26 One-, two- and three-ply thread is used. #9/216 is a 

bracelet-like object of plain weave 15.6 centimeters in diameter, made by 
sewing together the two side selvages of a scrap of cloth. A warp selvage 
runs around the top of this cloth circle, while the bottom is a tom edge. A 

thread fringe may have existed at the warp selvage. This may be the remains 
of a bag.

Seams made with running and overcasting stitches are illustrated by 

the bag described on page 51 (Fig. 13c, d, e, p. 58).

'O'Neale, 1937, p. 217.
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J -3, saddler's stitch; h, torn edge rolled and overcast; c, run- 
ng stitch; d, seaning x/ith an overcast stitch; e, seaning vdth a 

combination overcast and running stitch.
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Darning

#9/31 # 9 M o #9/610
9/107 9/443 9/616

Darning is done with a simple running stitch about half a centimeter 

long (Fig. 13c, p. 58). Thread is one- or two-ply. Stitches never split 

a warp or weft thread, hut pass between them. Ordinarily they are run in 

parallel to the wefts, and are haphazardly placed. In #9/443, however, 
they are arranged in three double rows, each row being about two and a half 

centimeters apart, and its two units being in turn half a centimeter apart.

Overcasting raw edges

#R 16-6 #9/106 #9/605
9/101 9/297 9/620

9/557
Raw edges are rolled under and overcast to prevent raveling. The 

amount turned in varies from practically nothing to one centimeter of cloth, 

and the spacing of overcasting stitches nay be quite far apart or almost 

touching (Fig. 13b, p. 58).
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CHAPT3R TII 
Design

Six design elements may be distinguished on the Tonto textiles. These 

are: the straight line; zigzag; triangle; triangle with angled hook; inter

locked rectangular scrolls; and the square. (Fig. l4a-e, p. 6l) They are 

carried out in gauze weave, weft-wrap openwork, twilling and embroidery.

Where reasonably large portions of a decorated cloth remain, as in the 

case of the interlocking finger-twill, some weft-wraps and the embroidery, 

it may be seen that the main lines of a pattern are oblique to the warp-weft 

lines. The interlocking twill illustrates this nicely (Fig. 15,• p. 63), and 
also shows the oblique lines angling into each other in a fashion character

istic of Pueblo III and IV textile designs.

Although the task of reconstructing and studying prehistoric textile 
design is not completed, we can say that the patterns at Tonto find their 

counterparts in many other sites. The elements and the way they are used are 

completely typical for cotton fabrics all over the area in Pueblo III and IV. 

negative designing, as defined for the Tonto embroideries (p. 50), is also a 
common feature on textiles from other prehistoric villages. It can be traced 

back to the 13th century on black-and-white pottery from the Kayenta area, 
and appears in 15th century Awatovi murals representing kilt-like garments.^
A modified form of negative patterning is found on brocaded cloth (13th to loth 
centuries) from Chihuahua, thus extending the range of this trait over a wide 
area in prehistoric times

26aMera, 1943, pp. 22-25.
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Figure 14. a, embroidery ^9/441; b, v.Teft-vjrap f9/&4$; c, embroidery^9/713 » 
* d, weft-wrap and gauze #9/591? e, common pattern of stepped triangles*
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CHAPTER VIII

The Uses of Cotton Cloth at Tonto

The principal use made of the cotton fabrics at Tonto, as at other 

prehistoric Pueblo sites, was for clothing. From what we know of Pueblo 

dress in general and what has been found in Tonto Ruin in particular,^ we 

may be safe in assuming that the people there dressed in somewhat the follow
ing manner:

Women and girls

Yucca fiber sandals.

Heavy apron-like article of yucca cords for women or 
fringed cotton skirt for girls.

Dress— a cotton blanket wrapped about the body. If worn 
as by contemporary Hopi women, this would have 
passed under the left arm and fastened on the right 
shoulder.

Belt— a narrow band worn about, the waist to hold the 
"dress" in place.

Shoulder blanket— a plain weave or rag-weft blanket worn 
about the shoulders like a shawl.

Men and boys

Yucca fiber sandals.

Stockings— possible, but no remnants identifiable as such 
in the collection. (See quotation from Steen below.)

Breech cloth and narrow, ribbon-like band holding it in place.

27Steen, 1941, p. 20.
There is a fringed cotton skirt from Tonto of a size suitable for a 

small child in the collections of the Arizona State Museum, #13339.
28
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Figure 15. Design on interlocking twill breech cloth #9/^3-- Colors are: 
white, unshaded; "blue, light shading; "brown, dark shading.
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Kilt— a rectangular cotton cloth worn about the hips like 
a skirt, falling to the knees or slightly below.
(See quotation from Steen below.)

Belt— a band passed about the waist to hold the kilt in 
place.

Shirt-— the single example of a shirt from Tonto is so ela
borate as to suggest that such articles were made to 
be worn only on special occasions.

Shoulder blanket— as for women.

Hair ties and garters-— narrow ribbon-like ties.

The evidence for kilts and/or stockings is of an indirect nature. To 
quote Steen:

------------Scattered through the ruin are about twenty-five
shallow depressions in the walls. In most of these the impression 
of cloth is noticeable. On experimenting it was found that most 
of these depressions are at about the same height from the floor 

. (a little more than a foot) and that a man's knee fits into them
perfectly. ------------All these were made while the mud mortar
on the wall was yet damp.

It may be presumed that some sort of stocking, similar, to 
the modern Pueblo footless stockings, or a skirt or kilt was
worn.29

More than likely it was the custom to use different weaves for the 

various items named. For example, such large cloths as blankets and kilts 

were probably of plain weave. Coarse blankets were also made of rag-weft. 

Mechanical twills would have been just as satisfactory for large articles, 

but whether or not they were used in the manufacture of blankets here, as 

among the Anasazi, is not indicated by the finds. If we may be permitted to 

draw an inference from current Pueblo fashions, we may think of the plaid 
cloth as having been a man’s or boy’s shoulder blanket.

Breech cloths were ordinarily of plain weave, shaped and joined on the

29Steen, 1941, p. 20.
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loom. Sometimes the fronts were decorated "by geometric patterns in inter

locking twill. The belt fastening the breech cloth ends at the waist, was a 

long, very narrow strip of warp-face plain weave.

Belts worn by men and women for holding the kilt or dress in place may 

have been in warp-float pattern weave as among contemporary Pueblo Indians, 

or narrow flat braids such as were probably used for this purpose by the 

Pueblo III Anasazi. Narrower ties and garters could have been fashioned by 
any of several techniques— flat braiding, slit tapestry, counter -paired warp- 

twine or braiding around a core.

Embroidery was probably applied to border areas of kilts and blankets. 

Weft-wrap and gauze weave have been found at other sites in the form of small 

rectangular cloths,3-and as a child’s poncho.J Weft-wran may well have been 

used as a decorative device on plain weave blankets. No use is suggested for 

the fragile eccentric plain weave. The only technique definitely associated 

with the shirt is twine-plaiting.

Cotton fiber at Tonto served for other purposes than clothing alone. 

There are the small twilled sacks, probably containers for sacred objects.

A large plain weave bag could have been used to hold seeds, cakes of paint, 

or anything else of suitable size. The complete rag-weft pad may have been a 

sandal insole. And, finally, there is the bit of slit tapestry carrying band,
ffound at Tonto but not herein analyzed in detail.
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CHAPTER IX 

Discussion

A number of generalizations can be made on the basis of the weave types 
represented at Tonto. These deal primarily with relationships of weaving at 

that village to the same art in other villages of the prehistoric Southwest.

The unreliability of textile evidence has already been touched upon in 

the Introduction, and it must be emphasized that because of this the follow

ing conclusions are often of a tenuous nature. In the discussion certain 
factors are taken for granted, since it is felt that their validity has been 

established by other studies. These factors are:

1. That loom-weaving with cotton developed first in the New World 

in northern Peru, and that the idea and basic techniques spread 

north in the course of time through Central America and Mexico 
to the Southwest.29*

2. That because of this it is logical to compare our material with 

fabrics from Mexico and Peru.

3. That weave techniques from Mexico reached southern Arizona first, 
and were relayed thence to the Anasazi,^*3

4. That these influences did not arrive all at one time, but rather 
as several successive waves.

5. That current Pueblo weaving practices not demonfctrably of Euro

pean origin, may legitimately be considered survivals of a

29awissler, 1922, pp. 43,4?. See also the works of O ’Neale (1937* 
1942) and O ’Neale and Kroeber (1930) describing a well-developed Peruvian 
textile industry pre-dating that in the Southwest by hundreds of years. 
Cotton geneticists, according to Dr. Carl Sauer (personal communications) 
site northern Peru as the source of all American cotton plants. The facts 
indicate that the industry spread north with the plant.

29bHaury, 1945c, pp. 63-65. * 2^cIbid.
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prehistoric art, and may he used in drawing comparisons.

Certain features of the prehistoric cotton industry seen to he the 

same over the entire Southwest. These prohahly represent practices which 

were established when cotton and the loon were first introduced into the 

area. The thread used in weaving is almost always single-ply, Z-spun. Sew

ing thread is sometimes thick single-ply and sometimes two-ply. Seaming, 

darning and sewing techniques are everywhere the same, and almost always 

poorly and carelessly executed. Selvages were constructed in the same manner, 

although there are differences as to type of thread preferred for that pur

pose. Two-ply thread is found in a high percentage of northern warp and weft 
selvages, while three- and four-ply threads are more common in the Tonto 

collection.

Plain weave was the basic technique for large utilitarian articles such 

as blankets and kilts. The actual number of plain weave fragments from Tonto, 

as from other sites, is far greater than the number of more decorative pieces. 

There is nothing to distinguish this weave at Tonto from that found elsewhere.

Of techniques other than plain weave, at least four in the Tonto series 

are rooted far back in the early horizons of Southwestern weaving. Two of 

these, braiding and slit tapestry, can be shown to be pre-loom and pre-cotton 

techniques practiced by the Basketmaker II and III peoples. Examples of the 

two others, plaid and twilling, are found in sites dating between 700 and 
1100 A.D.

The plaid-patterned plain weaves from Tonto are comparable to some frag

ments from the Terde Salt Mine,^probably of contemporary date. A twill weave 

fragment from Los Ouanacos^ eF Sedentary Period (900-1100) site in the Salt 

Elver Valley, contains the only other example of true plaid pattern so far

29dHaury, 1945b, p. 179
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found. Cloths hearing simple check patterns should he considered in a re

lated category, however, since the principle of combining colored warp and 

weft stripes is the same. A hit of checked cloth comes from a Puehlo I 

(700-900) site in the Middle Segie.^ There is a less well-defined red and

white checked blanket from Ventana Cave,m and a piece doubtfully listed as
29 acheck from Canyon Creek.

The evidence is thus rather confused. Apparently the idea of combining 

warp and weft stripes into a pattern was known all over Arizona in the 

earliest textile horizons. However, the lack of check or plaid weaves in 

our extensive Pueblo III Anasazi collections leads us to conclude that these 

fabrics were not popular in the north at that time. The Los Cuanacos plaid 

gives rise to the suggestion that varying the width of color stripes to make 

a true plaid rather than a simple check may have been a Hohokam accomplish

ment, which became popular among the Salado and Verde Valleyans only in late 
Pueblo III and early Pueblo IV as a result of southern contacts. The weaving 

of true plaids may have started in the Hopi country in Pueblo IV as one of 

several-new techniques coming in from the south at that time. Currently, 

plaid patterns are traditional there for men's and boys' blankets. The broad, 
bold stripes used today mark a change in design styles from prehistoric times.

Twill weaves form a strong link between the textile industries of Tonto 
and the northern villages. The tubular twilled sacks described on pages 44 to 

46 are almost identical to three such articles from Sunflower Cave near 

Kayenta, a Pueblo III sitel1 Examples of irregular twill with interlocking 
wefts come from: Grand Gulch in southeastern Utah® Canyon de ChellyP Yftipatkfi

Hidden Housed end probably Mesa Verde?^All these sites date within Pueblo III 

times and are Anasazi or have affiliations with Anasazi culture. Two scraps

29eHauiy, 1934, p. 91, 29fNordenskioId, I893, plate 50.
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of herringbone twill of exceptionally fine-spun thread, though not included 

in this lot of fabrics, have been found at Tonto? These further emphasize 

the importance of twill-weave at that village, and resemble the mechanical 

twills found in nearly every Anasazi site from which cotton comes.

While our earliest example of prehistoric twill, dating between 900 

and 1100 A.D., comes from Los Guanacos in southern A r izona,by  Pueblo III 

this technique in a wide variety of manifestations had become extremely 

popular among the Anasazi and had apparently lost favor in the south. The 

number of twill fragments in northern collections is second only to plain 

weaves. Certain Pueblo III weft-striped twills so closely resemble 

Basketmaker III tv/ined-woven bags, that one cannot help but feel the 

Basketmaker traditions were carried over into loom-woven twills without a 

break. The wide distribution of twill weaves in the north may be taken as 

another sign of its antiquity there. Certainly there is little doubt that 

the Salado people shared knowledge of twill weaving with the Anasazi,before 

the former started south from the Little Colorado region.

Braiding is universally a pre-loom technique. In the Southwest the 

best-known pre-cotton examples are the beautifully preserved dog hair sashes 

from Obelisk Cave in northeastern Arizona? %hese are flat over-two under- 
two braided bands with long fringes of square braiding at both ends. The 

Pueblo III Anasazi flat white cotton braids plaited from two-ply threads, 
resemble them.

Typical Tonto braids are somewhat different, being plaited with single- 

ply threads in an over-three under-three rhythm. An over-three under-three

■^This is the plaid-patterned twill fragment mentioned also on page 68. 
30&Amsden, 193k. p«3.
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"braid from Montezuma Castle8is similar to these. This rhythm may be the 

result of southern contacts, but since we have no Hohokam braids this cannot 

be proven. Square braiding is the same here as elsewhere. I have seen only 

one other example of braiding around a core, a tump line from Canyon de ChellyJ 

Similar to the Tonto piece in principle, the technical details of the line 
are quite different.

The single fragment of slit tapestry weave sent to me for analysis is 

comparable to an all-cotton tie from Montezuma Castle National Monument^
There is, however, another bit of slit tapestry from Tonto— the end loop and 

a small portion of adjoining band of a tump line7 The foundation cords of 
the loop, which are separated to become the warps of the band, are coarse 

bast fiber, probably-yucca. White, brick red and brown cotton threads are 

used as weftage. The piece resembles carrying bands from the Pueblo III 
villages of Aztech White Housed Kiet Siel7 Pueblo Bonito^and Wupatki^ and 

the somewhat later site of Kinnikinnick in central Arizona?"^" There is a simi

lar piece, of unknown date, from the Upper Salt River V a l l e y s l i t  tapestry 

band of cotton and animal hair from Cave 1, Middle Branch of the Segie, a 

Pueblo I site^shows knowledge of the technique in that early horizon. Other 

plain weave slit tapestries, not considered to be carrying bands, cone from 
the Pueblo III sites of Gourd Cave^"^Painted Cave^Grand Gulchf^Hidden House 

and the Pueblo IV village of Palatki^in the Upper Verde drainage. The tech
nique, then, is widely distributed in northern and central Arizona, southeas
tern Utah and northwestern Hew Mexico.

As a matter of fact there is ample evidence that the weave was used by 

the pre-loom, pre-cotton Basketmaker II and III peoples, in making women's 
aprons and tump lines of bast fibers}"̂ " The method of fashioning narrow plain-

3°bpepper, 1920, p. 107. 30cSteen, 1935, pp. 458-459.
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weave slit tapestry "bands appears to have remained the same through the 

centuries. It was a simple process, requiring no loom or heddles. A single 

thread was wound continuously "between two supports— perhaps two upright 

sticks. The ends of the skein thus formed were "bound into loops or eyeholes, 

while threads in the body of the skein were separated and used as warps.

Wefts were woven in with the fingers.

While the technique may have been adapted to the loom after that de
vice became known, I have seen no plain-weave slit tapestries which would 

have been woven more easily on a loom with heddles than on a simple frame, 

except for a quiver and kilt from Hidden House in the Upper Verde drainage.^ 

The evidence presently at hand suggests that among the Anasazi (and probably 
the Salado) plain-weave slit tapestry continued through Pueblo III as a non

loom technique used according to an ancient tradition for tump lines, cradle 

bands and the skirt bands of women's aprons. The wide tapestries at Hidden 

House, and the narrow, fragile cotton-warp ribbons at Montezuma Castle and 
Tonto mav be an indication that by pueblo IV times in central (and southern?) 

Arizona the technique had become incorporated more fully in the loom-and- 

cotton complex and was employed for a greater diversity of articles. However, 
we have no examples of slit tapestry weave in cotton from Hohokan sites, 

although there is a small bit of slit tapestry in bast fiber thread from 
Vent ana Cave

Loom-woven breech cloths, together with twills and slit tapestries, 

inject an Anasazi "feel" into the Tonto textile collection. There is no in

dication of when these articles became popular, but they were apparently 

standard dress in northern and central Arizona by Pueblo III. Specimens 

positively identified as breech cloths come from the Pueblo III sites of
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Batwoman House in southeastern Utaljf-^Floating House in the Lower' Chinleej-l 

Gourd Cave^/hite House^\Tupatki°,^Hidden Housf ̂nd Walnut CanyozR**"

Cvunningŝ -̂ reports such articles of clothing were found on several Pueblo III 

male burials in the San Juan drainage. In addition there are three such arti

cles which nay date from early Pueblo IV rather vaguely assigned to the 
"Upper Verde" regioiF’knd a fragment from Puye (1506-1575) near Santa Fe,s^ 

which nay be a breech cloth. The trick of folding and joining breech cloths 

on the loom has been observed only on examples from Tonto, Wupatki and Walnut 

Canyon. Those from nore specifically Anasazi sites do not show this feature.

We cannot say whether or not woven breech cloths were worn by Hohokam 

men. We have no examples from the south, but this is perhaps not significant, 

as conditions are not favorable for the preservation of cloth fragments, let 

alone whole pieces. The only nan’s breech cloth that I know of from the area 

was found on a male mummy probably interred about 1200 A.D. in Ventana Cavet'^

This is composed of several strips of cotton cloth tucked before and behind 
under a belt made of a section of rabbit netting. The cloth was probably 

salvaged from a worn blanket. This is quite unlike the articles under dis

cussion, in that it is not a single piece of material intentionally woven in 
the form of a breech cloth. Whether the Ventana breech cloth represents a 

type universally worn by the Hohokam is open to question.

The evidence for weft-wrap suggests this weave was introduced into the 

Southwest more recently than plaid and twill. The earliest known example 

comes from a Sacaton Phase house at Snaketown, dating between 900 and 1100 A.D. ̂ -̂ a.

-^Cummings, 1915 •
31aGladwin, et al., 1937, pp. 161-162.
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Openwork is rare in northern collections and conspicuously lacking in sites 

far to the north, northeast or east. It appears to have spread from the 

Hohokam up the Verde to WupatkiU and thence to ITitsie CanyoSf,"*"Canyon de 

Chelly^Kiet Sief"and possibly a few other Pueblo III villages in the 

Kayenta area. The limited distribution of weft wrap among the Anasasi sug

gests the weave did not reach northern Arizona until late, perhaps just 

about the time the Four Corners area was being deserted. At any rate, open
work never became a part of the typical Pueblo III Anasazi cotton complex. 

Certain drawings in the Awatovi murals strongly suggest weft-wrap, and the 

weave may have been practiced in the Hopi towns by Pueblo IV.

Weft-wrap, however, was the decorative technique -par excellence in 

southern and central Arizona by late Pueblo III and early Pueblo IV. It is 

as prominent in collections from these horizons as are twill weaves in nor

thern Pueblo III collections. Almost no site in the Gila and Salt drainages 

which has yielded textile remains has been without weft-wrap. Besides Tonto, 

this includes: Clear Creeky^Cottonwoodf\he Salt MintT'and Montezuma Castle
in the Upper Verde Valley, Snaketown, Casa Grande^Ventana Cavef Canyon 

Creel^"*""Graham County'^Bear Creek Cave on the Blue Hivei^and, finally, Mule 
Creek Cave in Southwestern Hew Mexico on the San Francisco Rivei^ In addi-

hPtion to these there is a piece from Doolittle Cave on the Mimbres.
Gauze weave occurs with weft-wrap on fragments from Montezuma Castle,

Verde Salt Mine, Tonto, Bear Creek Cave, Ventana Cave, and a piece probably
12from northern Arizona. There is also a gauze weave cloth from a cave near 

31CLSolomonsville. The distribution of this technique is more limited than weft- 

wrap, but so generally associated with the latter that we are probably safe 

in thinking of these weaves as reaching the Southwest together from the same

3H>Haury, 1934, p. 91-95. 31CHough, 1914, p. 80.
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source. Their presence narks a southern influence on weaving at Tonto.

The southern affinities of gauze weave outside the Southwest are 

readily established. It was an" important technique in prehistoric Peru,^"^ 

and is (and probably was) widespread in native Mexico and Guatemala.'^6 
Weft-wrap has never been reported from other sites in the New World, how

ever its nearest equivalent is found on some fragments from the Sacred 

Cenote in Chichen Itza, which while similar, are not identical in
XT fmanufacture.

The other techniques found at Tonto— double running-stitch and wrap- 

stitch embroidery, warp-face plain weave, warp-float pattern weave, eccen

tric plain weave, rag-weft, counterpaired warp-twine and twine-plaiting— are 

missing from Pueblo III Anasazi collections. Three of these weaves have not 

so far been reported from any other Southwestern sites. This includes 

eccentric plain weave, warp-float pattern weave and counterpaired warp-twine.

The first has no parallels in prehistoric or modern New World textiles.
• 31gCounterpaired warp-twine is reported from central Peru, but I have no infor

mation concerning its presence in the intervening areas.

Warp-float pattern weave has a more provocative histoiy, and its pre
sence at Tonto is most interesting. Decorative belts in this technique are 

currently produced in quantity by Pueblo, Navaho and other native weavers 

from Arizona south through western Mexico, Central America and Peru to Chile. 
In Peru such belting, is found in all horizons from 1 A.D. to the present'?'*'*1 
In view of the wide distribution of this weave, its importance in the con

temporary Southwest, and its early appearance in Peru, it was expected that 

many examples would be found as the prehistoric Southwestern collections

31^0iNeale, 1942, p. 157. 31gO‘Neale, 1937.
3leo'Neale, 1945, p. 74. 31h0-Neale, 1942, pp. 156-157.
3 ^ 0 ‘Neale, 1934, p. 98.
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were studied. The Tonto specimens are, however, the only ones I have seen.

The narrow warp-face ribbons found also at Tonto are simply the un

decorated counterparts of warp-float "belting. Designs are easily created 

on such cloths by allowing certain warps to float for set distances. These 

ties, although rare, are more widely distributed than the patterned bands. 

Examples come from Wupatki^ ̂ Walnut Canyoii^ the Upper Verde Valley"/'Hidden 

Hous^and Ventana Cave--in addition, of course, to Tonto. There are none 

from Pueblo III Anasazi sites. A band from Gourd Cave, Hitsie Canyon,0^ 

while technically a warp-face is quite different in nature from those under

discussion. There is a Basketmaker III fiber tump line from the Segie which
oilmust also be called a warp-face weave, and similar objects are reported from 

Kelly and Doolittle Caves on the Upper Gila^ind from McEuen Cave?*' However,

I believe such narrow fiber bands, having been constructed by winding the
#

warps between two supports and weaving in the weft without aid of heddles, 

should not be considered in our discussion of loom weaves.
Warp-face and warp-float belting are generally associated with the 

waist loom except among the Kopi who have recently abandoned it and taken 

to weaving belts and ties on their upright looms, and among the Tarahumare 

and Maricopa (and possibly formerly the Pina, Papago and Opata) who use a 

horizontal loom. The waist loom may not have reached southern Arizona until 
1100 A.D. along with bead spindle whorls, which occur in Hohokan sites after 

that date^^These two tools are generally associated with one another in 

New World cotton centers. Warp-face belting, a typical waist loom process, 

may have accompanied then, spreading to the limits of Hohokan influence. 

Somewhat later, perhaps around l^OO, warp-float belting came into vogue, 

reaching the Hop! country, Zuni and the Bio Grande Pueblos in Pueblo IV.

^ K i d d e r  and Guernsey, 1919, p . 173. 31kHaury, 1945b, p. 119.
3 ^Cosgrove, I947, p. 73



There is evidence of such "belting on certain figures in the Awatovi murals^ 

Zingg speaks of a sudden flowering of belt weaving all over northern Mexico 
in Pueblo V?"4his was apparently matched by a similar phenomenon in the 

Southwest. The present-day popularity of warp-float belting is probably 

due in large measure to the fact that the weave is a simple one and the 

products readily salable to tourists.

Fragments of cloth "decorated” with lines of running stitches or twined 

stitches have been found in some Pueblo III Anasazi sitesS^" These may repre

sent the first crude attempts at embroidery developed from darning, which 

employed identical stitchery. The only well-developed prehistoric embroi

deries with complex designs are, however, those from Tonto and a fragment 

from Walnut CanyoiF.^ The latter has been assigned to the 12th century Slden 
Focus, which contains traits indicating strong southern influences. Our ex- - 

amples thus come from sites about 200 years apart in time. Amsden reports 

embroidery in the Southwest Museum collections from sites in the Upper Gila 

drainage, but I have not seen these pieces or a description of them.

Dr. Mera has reviewed the question of the history of embroidery in the 

Southwest, and my discussion draws heavily from his work.33 The lack of pre

historic textile evidence indicates that embroidery was not practiced widely 

in Pueblo III, or even by early Pueblo IV. However, the 15th century 
Awatovi murals contain paintings strongly suggesting embroidered cloth, and 

Espejo1s l6th century journal on the Rio Grande Pueblos describes what were 
probably embroidered garments. Dr. Mera points out that there is some doubt

311Zingg, 1935, PP. 95-96.
32&msden, 193^» footnote p. 117.
33Mera, 1943, pp. 1-7.

76.
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on this point, as the use of the word "bordado" in the Spanish manuscript 

may designate decorative techniques other than embroidery. However, the 

evidence at hand gives us reason to believe that embroidery was a popular 

technique in the Pueblo villages by late pre-Spanish times.

Embroidered material from caves in ChihuahuaPlas led to the suggestion

of northern Mexico as the source of this art in the prehistoric Southwest.

The Chihuahua pieces consist of plain weave bast fiber cloth with designs
in brocade or simple embroidery. The decorative thread is cotton, generally

dyed blue or brown. These cloths are thought to date between the 13th and
l6th centuries. Neither the double running-stitch or the wrap-stitch used

, 33bat Tonto and Walnut (and, incidentally, in Peru) appear on these Mexican 

embroideries. The similarities to Pueblo material lie, rather, in certain 

aspects of the design.

The Walnut Canyon fragment pre-dates the proposed period of the 

Chihuahua embroideries by 100 years. I suspect that if we had more complete 
collections from the 12th century Hohokam we would find pieces to match it. 

It is likely that, having been produced on a small scale among the Hohokam 

in the 12th century, embroidery was taken up by the Salado around 1300, and 

finally spread to northern Arizona and New Mexico in Pueblo IT. It is even 

possible that the inspiration for embroidery spread to. Chihuahua from south

ern Arizona at the same time.

Twine-plaiting is insufficiently documented to allow for any interpre

tation as to origin or history in the Southwest. It would appear to be a 

pre-loom method, similar to braiding, but there are no examples in Basket- 

maker collections, so far as I know. It is not present in Pueblo III 

Anasazi collections. Aside from the Tonto fragment and shirt, a small piece

33aMera, 1943, pp. 22-25 33k)*Neale, 1937 p, 215
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s 2of twine-plaiting was found in Mule Creek Cave in southwestern New Mexico.

The technique was used in prehistoric Peru for nanufacturing cotton fabrics'?̂ 0
All rag-wefts so far reported cone fron villages south of the 

Mo go lion Rim, except for one piece in the United States National Museum col

lections (#254860) doubtfully assigned to the Mesa Verde, and another of 

unknown provenience in the Arizona State Museum (#9329)• Fragments are plen-

Canyon Creek, sites of late Pueblo III and IV horizons. Fewkes speaks of 

the abundance of "agave fiber" and cotton textiles at Casa Grande, which I

Rag-wefts of known provenience are strikingly limited in distribution 

to southern and central Arizona. Perhaps they should be thought of in the 

same category as culinary pottery wares— utilitarian material never valuable 
as a trade item because of their coarseness. The use of bast fiber in loom 

weaving was apparently more prevalent in the south than among the Anasazi. 

Haury found apocynum and cotton used in about equal amounts at Canyon Creek^a 

and Hough’ s finds in Bear Creek Cave on the Blue River include much bast 

fiber materialY^ This is another reason for considering rag-weft, which of
ten employs bast thread, as a southern invention.

33e

would interpret as a reference to rag-weft cloth.

^ O ’NeaJLe, 1942,;p. 161.
33dRough, 1914, pp. 81-82.
33©Haury, 1934, pp. 101-102.

3^Fewkes, 1912, p. 14?. 
3^aHauiy, 1934, p. 87.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Tonto weavers practiced several techniques commonly found also 

among the Pueblo III Anasazi. These are probably methods which the Salado 

knew well before they moved into the Tonto Basin from the Little Colorado 

River region in 1100. Included are: weft-face plain weave; twined-, and

running-stitch darning; plain weave slit tapestry; twill; braiding; the 

idea of combining colored warp and weft stripes to make patterned cloth; 

and probably loom-woven breech cloths. Certain of these weaves at Tonto 

present differences from typical Anasazi Pueblo III work. It is probable 
that Salado weaving had its distinctive characteristics when the group 

lived north of the Mogollon Rim, as did other aspects of their material 

culture. There is some doubt as to what proportion of the non-Anasazi fea

tures in Tonto weaving represent survivals of these early Salado character

istics and what are due to new Hohokam influences. We have no textile 

evidence from the open sites in the Salado homeland, and none from the 

Mogollon area whence they may have received early influences in weaving.

Variations from the Anasazi in regard to these old techniques can be 

listed briefly as follows:

Braiding: the rhythm is usually over-three under-three, and the
thread often single-ply. Among the Anasazi thread is two-ply 
and rhythm over-two under-two.

Warp-weft color combinations: the width of the color stripes is
varied so that true plaid patterns are woven. The only 
warp-weft striped cloth from Anasazi territory is a simple 
check.

Plain weave slit tapestry: the weaving of flimsy, narrow cotton-
warp ties in addition to bast-warp carrying bands such as 
are typical for the Anasazi.
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Twills: these are like the Anasazi twills, hut there are no
weft-striped mechanical twills such as are commonly found 
in the Four Corners area.

Breech cloths: loom-joined hreech cloths such as are found
here are not characteristic of the Anasazi.

The finding of features similar to these in material from the Sinagua 

area may indicate a common influence on the Sinagua and Salado from the 
Hohokam.

Weft-wrap and gauze have a less extended history in the Southwest, 

dating hack among the Hohokam probably to between 900 and 1100. It is 

likely that the Salado were not introduced to these techniques until they 

moved south after 1100. In employing openwork weaves the Salado were taking 

part in a fad which swept southern and central Arizona in Pueblo III and 

early 17, and had reached to the Kayenta area and ITitsie Canyon in the north.

Embroidery is poorly documented in the Southwest. Its presence at 

14th century Tonto Monument foreshadows a great flowering of the art shortly 

thereafter in Chihuahua, the Hopi country (Awatovi) and probably Zuni and 
the Rio Grande. Tonto supplies us also with our only example of warp- 

patterned weave, a technique which became popular in northern Mexico and 

probably the Southwest in late prehistoric times and retains an important 

position among native American loom-weavers as a whole today.

In weaving rag-weft cloth the Tontoans followed a custom prevalent in 

central and southern Arizona but probably not employed by the Anasazi.

Eccentric plain weave and counterpaired warp-twine are so far unique 

to Tonto. The latter was practiced in Peru, which points to a southern 

origin. Twine-plaiting, another Peruvian technique, has been found only at 

Tonto and one site in Southwestern Hew Mexico.
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With regard to dye colors, a deep "blue and a dark blue-green or blue- 

black found at Tonto have not been recorded fron Pueblo III northern sites—  

or, for that matter, from other central or southern sites. These should be 

subjected to chemical analysis to determine if indigo is present. If so, 

this would prove another link between Tonto and pre-Columbian Chihuahua.

The almost exclusive use of cotton for woven fabrics at Tonto is more 

characteristic of northern than of central and southern Arizona. In this 
the Tontoans probably deviated from their southern neighbors because the 

cotton plant was easily cultivated and plentiful at their villages.

A study of the Tonto collection shows that weaving in southern and 

central Arizona in late Pueblo III and IV contained many features not typi

cal of Pueblo III Anasazi work. Most of these differences probably reflect 

influences from northern Mexico which reached the Salado, their neighbors, 

and the Sinagua of the Upper Verde via the Hohokam. These innovations were 

too recent to affect weaving in northern Arizona between 1100 and I3OO, the 
period from which our major collections date.
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APPENDIX I

A Catalogue of the Tonto Textiles Other Than 
Ordinary Plain Weaves

An explanation of the catalogue:

All measurements are in centimeters.

Thread counts give the number of warps or wefts per centimeter.

All threads are undyed white cotton unless otherwise noted.

A dimension does not represent the original size of the piece un
less the annotation "comp." (complete) appears with the 
figure given.

The dimensions of some small pieces are not given, these pieces 
being listed simply as fragments.

Stitch counts are not given for very small or badly worn fragments.
A piece is undyed unless otherwise noted. The color of stained

fragments is not given, as they are considered undyed. The 
numbers listed with dye colors refer to plates in the Maerz 
and Paul "Dictionary of Color".

Methods of forming selvages are illustrated in Figure 12. Bach
method is numbered. In this catalogue selvages are identified 
according to these numbers. The type of thread used is also 
noted. Thus "#6, 3-ply" means the selvage is type #6 on 
Figure 12, and that it is constructed of three-ply threads.

There are 16 charts, one for each of the 15 major techniques and one 
for recognizable articles. Pieces are listed in numerical 
order within these charts.



1, Plain weave, two-toly warns or wefts

Cat.
Ho.

Dinen
Warp

stretch ,

sions
Weft

stretch
1 Thread 
| Warps

count
Wefts

Mate:
Warps

rial
Wefts

Selin
Warp

ages
Weft

Description 
and remarks

9/130 Fragnent - — 2-ply 1-ply - - -

9/411 15.5 1.9 8 9 2-ply 1-ply - #5
3-piy

-

9/422 Frag nent 9 9 2-ply i-piy #4
3-ply

- -

9/626 12 7.6 5 6 2-ply 1-ply - - -

9/666 14.6 13 6 7 2-ply 1 and 
2-ply

#1
^-piy

Some threads are 
2-ply Z-twined un
like the ordinary 
S-twined 2-ply 
thread.

9/715a Frag g 5 7 1 and 
2-ply

1-ply #2
4-ply

2, wefts

9/376 Frag nent 10 6 prs. 1-ply i-piy _
"brown "black

j dye dye toCO0 48, E2



3. Plain weave, -plaid -patterns
Cat. Dimensions Thread count Material Selvages Description
ITo. Warp Weft Warps Wefts Warps Wefts Warp Weft and remarks

stretch stretch

11 Lower 9 7.2 10 11 1-ply i-piy #1
Ruin11 white white 3-ply

and and
1-ply 2-ply
"black black
38, B5 38, 35

9/38 8.5 17 10 8 1-ply - 1-ply mm — — Weave evened by
white white drawing weft only
and • and part way through
2-ply 2-ply web.
"brown brown
15, A9 15, A9

h. Eccentric •olain weave

9/28 4 3.3 10 Irreg. 2-ply 2-ply #8
prs.



*?. Plain weave, varo-facei
Cat. Dimensions Thread count Material Selvages Description
Ho. Warp Weft Warps Wefts Warps Wefts Warp Weft and remarks

stretch stretch

R-l 11 Comp. 21 4 1-ply 1-ply _ #1
4.5 2-ply

9/113 8 2.5 23 4 1-ply 1-ply — #8 Selvage threads may
have worn out

9/703 68 2.6 18 k~5 1-ply 1-ply - #8 -

9/704 85 2 15 1-ply 1-ply #5
paired
threads



6. Plain weave, rag-wefts
Lj Cat. 
! Ho.

Dimen
Warp

stretch

isions
Weft

stretch

Thread
Warps

count
Wefts

Mate
Warps

rial
Wefts

Selv
Warp

ages
Weft

Description 
and remarks

9/33 24 14 Irreg.
3-4

3 1-ply Rag
strips

#2
3-ply

- 5-strand flat over- 
2 under-2 braid at 
corner of cloth.

9/116 Frag ment - - i-ply Rag
strips

- - -

9/221 Fragment - - 2-ply Rag
strips

- - -

9/299 40.5 21 - - 2-ply Rag
strips

- #2
4-ply

Whitford*s analysis: 
animal hair.

9/302 Fragment - - 1-ply Rag
strips

- - ' —

9/304 Fragment 2-ply
fiber

Rag 
strips 
white 
and 

pink 
4, A10

Whitford's analysis: 
Yucca camerosana 
and animal hair.

9/305 Frag ment - — 2-ply Rag
strips

—

9/425 Frag ment 2-ply
Z-twined

Rag
strips
or

doubled
threads

Badly worn



6. Plain weave, rag-wefts cont.)
c&t * 
No.

Dimen
V/arp

stretch

sions
Weft

stretch

Thread
Warps

count
Wefts

Mate
Warps

rial
Wefts

Selv.
Warp

ages
Weft

Description 
and remarks

9/546 41 21 — — 2-ply Hag
strips
and

twisted
threads

■*

9/627 Frag:lent - - 1-ply Rag
strips

- - Badly worn

9/714 Frag:lent 2-ply Hag
strips
and
1-ply
fiber
threads

#5
4-ply

- - - - - - - - See under "Complete 
articles", Chart#l6

7. Warp-float -pattern weave

9/207

4 frag
ments

1. 116
2. 5.4
3. Frag
4. Frag

8
12

aent
aent

6 5 2-ply
white
and
brown
dyed
13, H3

1-ply
soft 
brown 
dyed 
;13, H8

Plain weave border 
at one end. 2-ply 
white cotton warps 
and wefts.

9/542 20 Comp.
2.3

26 5 1-ply 2-ply — #3 —



8, Slit tapestry

Cat. Dimensions Thread count Material Selvages Description
No. Warp Weft Warps Wefts Warps Wefts Warp Weft and remarks

stretch stretch

9/41 36 Comp. 8 in 12 1-ply l-ply _ #8
2 the thick

hand white 
and 
hlue- 
black 
40, A1

'

9. Irrearilar twill. interlock:ing weft;s

9/483 30 Top 17 
Bottom 9

10 Plain
weave

9
Twill
14

1-ply

1

1-ply 
white; 
blue 
36, A4; 
brown 
11, C5

#2
2-ply

!



10» (Tubular tv/illing

Cat.
Ho.

Dinei
V/arp

stretch
isions

Weft
stretch

Thread
Warps

count
Wefts

Matt
Warps

3 rial 
Wefts

Sell
Warp

/ages
Weft

Description 
and remarks

9/60 9 Doubled,
Cornu.

Z

11-12 9 i-piy 
black 
48, E2

i-piy
black
48, E2

- - Small bag.

9/61 13 Doubled,
Coop.
2.5

11 9 1-ply 
black 
48, E2

1-ply 
black 
48, E2

— — Small bag.

9/62 9 Doubled,
Cony.
1.8

8 10 i-piy 
black 
48, E2

2-ply 
black 
48, B2

Small bag.

11. Counteryaj.red waro-1;v/ine
9/600 50 Comp.

1

'

1-ply 
white; 
1-ply 
blue 
37, 16

1-ply

'

#8

ooVO



12, Vteft-wraT? o-nenwork p-ndi

Cat.
Ho.

' Dimer 
Warp 

stretch
tsions

Weft
stretch

Threa
Warps

i count 
Wefts

Mate:
Warps

rial
Wefts

Selv
Warp

iges
Weft

Description 
and remarks

R16-12 ?ra£ ment 14 11-12 1-ply 1-ply Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/176 ment — — 1-ply 1-ply — - Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/249 Fra^ ment 12 10 i-piy i-piy — - Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/421 30 13.5 10 9 l-ply i-piy — - Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/517 Frag ment — — 1-ply i-piy — - Every 4th weft a
"brown "brown wrapper.
13, H10 13, H10

9/523 13.5 4.5 14 10 1-ply 1-ply — - Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/544 12 14 17 12 1-ply 1-ply _ - Every 4th weft a
"brown "brown wrapper. Wrapping
13, H10 13, H10 sometimes oblique to

warp-weft line.

9/591 15.5 11 10 10 1-ply 1-ply — — Every 2nd weft a
wrapper. Includes
gauze weave.

9/593 Frag ment 10 9 1-ply i-piy - - Every 4th weft a
wrapper.

9/645 5 10 10 9 i-piy 1-ply - - Every 2nd weft a
wrapper.

VOO



13. Braiding

Cat. Dimensions
Ho. Length Width

Material and Color Technique

B16-13 7.5 Comp.
.6

10 shiny brown strands .1 cm. 
wide. Whitford's analysis: 
Yucca baccata.

Flat, over-3 under-3.

E16-15 38.5 Diam.
.6-.7

2-ply, white and 2 shades 
brown, 8, L3 and 13, H8

Braiding around a cen
tral core.

9/33 .7 5 strands, each 7-ply* Flat, over-2 under-2. 
Corner tassel on rag- 
weft cloth.

9/81 Comp..8
28 strandsi each 1-ply Flat, over-3 under-3.

9/86
9/98

Frag nent

8 2.8
1- ply

2- ply

Flat, over-3 under-3. 

Flat, over-3 under-3.

9/99 _
9/215

Frag a
Frag n

lent

tent

2-ply

1-ply, charred blackish-brown 13, H8

Flat, over-3 under-3. 

Flat, over-3 under-3.

9/649
9/650

4.5
ca. 4

1-ply

8 strands, each 4-ply

Flat, over-3 under-3•
Square braid. Corner 
tassel of plain weave 
cloth.

9/655 Frag nent 1-ply Flat, over-3 under-3•

VOH



14. Tvine--olalting

Cat. Dimensions Material
Ho. Length Width

9/592 13 2.5 20 2-ply threads

1*7. Embroidery
Cat.
Ho.

Dinen
Warp
stretch]

sions
Weft
stretch

Thread
Warp

count
Weft

h
Warp

laterials
Weft

$
Embr.
Thread

Selv
Warp

ages
Weft

Description 
and remarks

9/441 12 8.7 11 7 1-ply 1-ply 1-ply 
dark 
blue 
h0. A1

- #1
3-ply

Double running 
stitch.

9/442 Part of 9/441 - - - - - - - -

9/712 24 12 13 10 i-piy i-piy
1 

>

\
S

*
\

#1
4-ply

#l
4-ply

Wrap-stitch

9/713 Part of 9/712 — Whitford notes ani
mal hair in this 
piece.

? Part of 9/712 - - - - - - - -



16. Cormlete or recognizable articles

Cat.
Ho.

Article Description

E-3 Rag-weft pad Material: pinkish cotton rag strips, 4, A10; fiber
warps and some wefts, Yucca baccata. Size: 13 % 7.

\'lt
9/62

Tubular twill bags See Chart #10 in catalogue.

9/262 Plain weave bag Two cloth fragments sewed on 3 sides to make a bag. 
Size: 36 x 25.

9/263 Plain weave breech cloth Size: 3O.5 x 20. Warp and weft selvages #2, 2-ply.

9/401 Plain weave breech cloth Fragment. Weft selvage #2, 2-ply.

9/40? Plain weave breech cloth Fragment. Weft selvage #1, 2-ply.

9/408 Plain weave breech cloth Fragment. Weft selvage #1, 2-ply.

9/483 Interlocking twill breech cloth See Chart #9 in catalogue.

9/675 Plain weave breech cloth Fragment.
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APPENDIX II

The Location of Textiles Mentioned from 
Collections Other Than Tonto

Note: The names of certain institutions referred to in the following list
are abbreviated thus:
American Museum of Natural History----------AMNH
Arizona State Museum--------— --- -— ---------ASM
Museum of Northern Arizona — ------ - - - ■ — ——  MNA
New Mexico State Museum “————————— -————————• — NMSM
National Park Service — — —  -- -— -— — — —  NFS
Peabody Museum^ Cambridge PM
United States National Museum —  -----— — --- USHM

a. ASM #2775
b. The Ventana Cave textiles are in the ASM collections. They were not 

catalogued at the time of nyr study, being listed only by burial or 
trench number.

c. NMSM #10145 and #3585
d. Awatovi mural reproductions, PM
e. ASM #13339
f. NPS, Tonto Museum #X-53
g. NPS, Tonto Museum-#X-38
h. ASM #13400
i. ASM #2151, Nitsie Canyon; ASM #26236, Cottonwood; USHM #363987, 

"Graham County", Arizona; and Hough, 1914, p. 80
j. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Burial #22
k. ASM #4031
l. PM #A5058
m. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Burial #22
n. PM #A1848, #A1849, #A1850
o. AMNH #H/15982
p. AMNH #29.1/78958
q. MNA #77/NA405.M233
r. ASM #20492
• s. NPS, Montezuma Castle Museum #20 
t. AMNH #29.1/7994 
U. AMNH #14/224
v. NPS, Tonto Museum #X-3
w. AMNH #29.0/9975
x. AMNH #29.1/7993 '
y. MNA #695/NA2519.466
z. MNA #77/NA405.M234
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al. MNA #1032/NA1629.H7 
bl. PM #A5058 
cl. ASM #3446
dl. Amerind Foundation, no number 
el. AMNH, no number 
fl. ASM #20491 
gl. USNM #156276
hi. Baaketmaker textile collections in the AMNH in particular, 
il. ASM #20491 and #20493
jl. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Upper test #1 
kl. Utah University #1219
11. PM #33-62-10/2006 
ml. ASM #2983
nl. Brooklyn Museum #03.250
01. MNA #77/NA405.M227 
pi. ASM #20498
ql. MNA #561/739.2
rl. ASM #7-1, #16231 and #16855
si. NMSM #1095
tl. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Burial #9
ul. MNA #621/405M.25
vl. ASM #2151
vl. AMNH #29.1/79904,5
xl. MNA #695M2519.153a,b,c
yl. Claflin Collection, no number
zl. ASM #26,236
a2. ASM, no number
b2. NPS, Montezuma Castle Museum #34, #35» #36 and #37 
c2. USNM 252105
d2. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Burials #9, #22, and #34
e2. USNM #363987-8
f2. USNM #232153 and #246l23a,b
g2. PM #34-12-10/2738
h2. PM #95483
12. ASM #23295
j2. MNA #77/NA465.M227 
k2. MNA #561/739.2 
12. AMNH #14/216 
m2. ASM #20485
n2. ASM, Ventana Cave Collections, Burial #9
02. ASM #3018
p2. ASM, McEuen Cave Collections, not numbered at the time of my study. 
q2. Twine-stitch "embroideries":

White House —  AMNH #29.l/2897D; #29.1/7542a,b; #29.1/7543;
#29.1/7757; and #29.l/7897b,c.

Grand Gulch —  AMNH #H/l258? (152)
Poncho House or Lower Chinlee —  AMNH #H/l4360 
Kiet Siel —  MNA #695/H42519.M229c 
Navaho National Monument —  USNM #312259 

Bunning-stitch "embroideries":
White House —  AMNH #29.1/8428
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• Nitsie Canyon —  ASM #2150; #2990; #2991; and #6601 
Kiet Siel —  MNA #695/KA2519 .M250 
Navaho National Monument —  USNM #312259 

r2. MNA #696/NA?46.1 .
s2. PM #97396
t2. NPS, Montezuma Castle Museum, #4, #11, #17, #53 and #54 
u2. USNM #156272 and #156275 
v2. USNM collections
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